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General trends in integrated circuit technology toward smaller device dimensions, lower thermal
budgets, and simplified processing steps present severe physical and engineering challenges to ion
implantation. These challenges, together with the need for physically based models at exceedingly
small dimensions, are leading to a new level of understanding of fundamental defect science in Si.
In this article, we review the current status and future trends in ion implantation of Si at low and
high energies with particular emphasis on areas where recent advances have been made and where
further understanding is needed. Particularly interesting are the emerging approaches to defect and
dopant distribution modeling, transient enhanced diffusion, high energy implantation and defect
accumulation, and metal impurity gettering. Developments in the use of ion beams for analysis
indicate much progress has been made in one-dimensional analysis, but that severe challenges for
two-dimensional characterization remain. The breadth of ion beams in the semiconductor industry
is illustrated by the successful use of focused beams for machining and repair, and the development
of ion-based lithographic systems. This suite of ion beam processing, modeling, and analysis
techniques will be explored both from the perspective of the emerging science issues and from the
technological challenges. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~97!04210-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ion implantation is one of the most important process
tools in Si integrated circuit technology. Its discovery1 by
Ohl at Bell Laboratories in 1952 and subsequent devel
ment in industrial, governmental, and university laborator
to become a work horse of the industry makes fascina
reading. Today ion beams are ubiquitous in Si technolo
~see Fig. 1!. There has been the recent realization, howev
that the move to smaller dimensions in integrated circ
technology is confronting ion implantation with a new roun
of physical and engineering challenges. The physical ch
lenges center around the interaction between the defects
dopants introduced during implantation. When device
mensions were in the micrometer range, understanding th
interactions was not crucial. Now, with device dimensio
well into the submicrometer range, dopant-defect inter
tions loom large and quantitative information is needed.

This review will show that on the scientific level we a
entering a new era of quantifying defect production in Si a
of gaining a microscopic understanding of dopant-defect
teractions. The engineering challenges center around the
velopment of new generations of low and high energy i
plantation machines to accommodate the many implanta
steps used in the fabrication of a single integrated circuit.
primarily focus on energies greater than 1 keV and do
review here the related technologies of plasma-enhan
etching and deposition. Focused ion beams are having
siderable impact in diverse areas of semiconductor tech
ogy and these will be reviewed. The technology that is fac
the most severe challenge is that of lithography where opt
techniques dominate. Eventually shorter wavelength be

FIG. 1. Schematic phase space map of the range of ion energies and
currents used in semiconductor processing.
Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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will be required for the fabrication of patterns and the sta
of ion beams for lithography will be discussed.

The progress of ion implantation technology has be
well documented in a series of books2–7 and in major inter-
national conference proceedings8–11 over the past twenty
years. During that time remarkable progress has been m
in understanding the particle-solid collision phenomena
that range profiles of implanted dopants can be calcula
with considerable accuracy. The furnace annealing co
tions to remove the damage introduced by the implanta
and leave the implanted dopants on lattice sites, and f
electrically active, have also been well explored. The ba
understanding of the processes involving the formation
removal of point defects has also progressed but is no
well advanced as that for range calculations. While th
basic advances were occurring, the industry was also adv
ing at a remarkable rate as shown by a type of Moore plo
Fig. 2. Figure 2 shows that the amount of information~num-
ber of bits! that can be stored on a Si chip has been incre
ing exponentially with time. Concurrently, the price per bit
falling exponentially. This unforgiving industrial metric i
achieved by shrinking the intrinsic sizes of devices. For
ample, in 1975 the gate lengths of metal–oxid
semiconductor~MOS! transistors were 2mm whereas this
year, 1997, witnesses the production of transistors with 0
mm gate lengths. Table I shows the Semiconductor Indu

FIG. 2. The amount of information that can be stored on a Si integra
circuit has increased exponentially with time. The relative information c
tent of a page, book, and encyclopedia is shown for comparison.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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Association’s projections12 for some of the critical dimen-
sions of transistors to the year 2010 when gate lengths
expected to reach 0.07mm. If these device size constrain
are not met, then the industry will not be able to hold to t
Moore plot.

Implantation protocols have become quite complex
meet the demands of small device structures such as the
cal 0.35mm gate length Complementary MOS~CMOS! tran-
sistor shown in Fig. 3. Although it is beyond the scope
this review to detail all the electronic engineering associa
with dopant incorporation and the concomitant carrier a
field distributions, Fig. 3 illustrates the sophistication of cu
rent implantation technology. As many as 20 different im
plantations covering a wide range of energies~5 keV–1
MeV!, doses (1011–1015 cm22) and dopant species~B, P,
As! are typically used to tailor dopant profiles. The lowe
energies are for junction formation and the highest for s
strate or well doping. In recent years a fascinating phys
phenomenon critically important to the formation of shallo
dopant profiles has emerged. The data of Michelet al.13 ~Fig.
4! illustrates this phenomenon. The B implantation results
the usual Gaussian shaped profile, but on annealing a bur
diffusion is observed which saturates with time. The mag
tude of this diffusion is many orders of magnitude grea
than equilibrium B diffusion in Si and extends to a depth
approximately 0.1mm. This effect was of little importance
when the critical device dimensions were a micrometer
greater, but such diffusion lengths can be critical for devic
in the submicrometer regime. It is caused by the release o
interstitials from the implantation damage and their sub
quent interaction with the B atoms. This transient enhan
diffusion of B poses severe challenges to both the implan
tion process engineer and the device modeler.

d
-

FIG. 3. Schematic cross section of a 0.35mm CMOS transistor indicating
structures that are formed by ion implantation.
TABLE I. Projected MOS source/drain doping technology requirements~from Ref. 12!.

First year of production 1995 1998 2001 2004 2007 2010
Transistor gate length~mm! 0.35 0.25 0.18 0.13 0.10 0.07
Xi at channel~nm! 70–150 50–120 30–80 20–60 15–45 10–30
Surface concentration (cm22) 1018 1018 1019 1019 1020 1020

Wafer diameter~mm! 200 200 300 300 300
Metal impurity (at. cm22) 531010 2.531010 1.031010 53109 2.53109 ,2.53109
6515Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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The implantation process is one of considerable phys
complexity and much remains to achieve a full microsco
understanding. This review will detail some of the curre
research where theoretical and experimental advances
helping to quantify the phenomena. Let us consider the c
of a 5 keV B ion implanted into Si. The ion will stop in
fraction of a picosecond creating a damage cascade. Th
lattice is left in much disorder with a high density of Frenk
pairs—interstitials and vacancies. On annealing most
these pairs will recombine but some Si interstitials will a
glomerate into clusters and then be re-emitted during l
high temperature annealing. Experiments and theory are
beginning to provide a quantitative understanding of this
fect formation and emission process. Once the Si interst
is released, it can diffuse through the lattice and interact w
a B atom causing the ejection and subsequent diffusion b
interstitialcy mechanism. Although the exact atomistic nat
of the interstitialcy mechanism is still not known, the B ato
eventually comes to rest on a lattice site and becomes e
trically active as ap-type dopant.

The intent of this review is to detail the status of the i
beam field in Si processing and indicate where the challen
are. Many aspects are now undergoing a renaissance in
derstanding as a result of questions that have been raise
the severe engineering constraints imposed by shrinking
vice dimensions. We first discuss the area of dopant pro
modeling before any annealing is carried out. The use
computationally efficient empirical models and Monte Ca
techniques to simulate these profiles in the presence of c
neling are reviewed. Implant-induced damage production
a critical effect on dopant mobility during annealing, so a
mistic Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics simulations
damage accumulation are also discussed.

Once the implant has been performed, the Si wafer m
be annealed to activate the dopants. Understanding de
formation and annealing for planar integrated circuits in
submicrometer regime is one of the most challenging pr
lems in radiation damage studies. The atomic scale dim
sion, with the presence of surface and interface sinks,

FIG. 4. Depth distribution of 60 keV B as-implanted into Si and af
furnace anneal. The initial rapid broadening of the profile upon annealin
due to transient enhanced diffusion~from Ref. 13!.
6516 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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mands precise understanding of the basic mechanism
defect migration and recombination. Moreover, the dev
engineers require accurate estimates for the formation
ultimate fate of both point and extended defects. While c
siderable understanding was achieved early on in the pro
tion of defects and of vacancylike defect evolution, the
lease of defects at intermediate temperatures~400–700 °C!
and the role of interstitials remained largely a mystery. T
regime is particularly important in understanding transie
enhanced diffusion, a major concern in achieving ev
tighter dimensional control of dopants. Much progress in t
area has been made in recent years by developments in q
titative transmission electron microscopy~TEM! coupled
with detailed diffusion studies and with advances in co
puter modeling of the cascade and damage processes.

The use of high energy and high dose beams are n
becoming important in Si technology. The high energy i
plants are being used to directly fabricate doped well or
structures in which the MOS transistors are fabricated. T
conventional approach is to form the wells by low ener
implantation followed by high temperature and lengthy a
neals. High energy implantation does this directly thus
moving several fabrication steps and time consuming
neals. Coupled with the interest in high energy implantat
is the need to understand gettering phenomena at the a
istic level. Table I shows the very low level of metal impu
rities tolerable in current and future devices. Several impl
tation scenarios are now being investigated to ge
impurities from the active regions of devices. Two are
void formation by inert gas implantation and high ener
implantation, are giving fundamental information on gette
ing mechanisms. Their use as potential gettering agents
be reviewed. Very high dose beams of oxygen can be use
form continuous and buried SiO2 layers in Si. This technol-
ogy is a promising candidate for dielectrically isolated
devices and its utilization requires understanding of defe
in regimes very different from the lower doses required
dopant incorporation.

Modeling and understanding of defect and dopant p
cesses are ultimately constrained by our ability to meas
implant profiles on the scale necessary for current dev
technology. In particular, the understanding of lateral dop
profiles is limited by the inability to measure two
dimensional~2D! implantation profiles in the submicromete
regime. We discuss the status of current techniques base
secondary ion mass spectrometry~SIMS! and ion beam
analysis for achieving the necessary resolution to charac
ize dopant level concentrations with the spatial resolut
required by device dimensions.

The coupling between research into the physics and
terials science of ion beam processing and the developm
of new machines is an important part of ion processing te
nologies. We complete this review by detailing some of t
recent progress in machines and the developments tha
required for future technologies. The issues span the v
tight constraints needed for implantation across large wa
to the demand for focused beams for micromachining a
analysis. Indeed, ion beam technologies are now being
plored for the next generation lithographic systems.

is
Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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FIG. 5. Comparison of predicted as-implanted profiles using the Dual–Pearson model~solid curves! with experimentally determined profiles~dotted curves!
for implants into single-crystal~100! Si wafers of B, 35 keV, 531014 cm22 dose, 0° rotation angle, and various tilt angles~from Ref. 15!.
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II. SHALLOW IMPLANTATION: PROFILES, DEFECTS,
AND DOPANT DIFFUSION

Ion implantation has been used in Si MOS integra
circuit fabrication since the early to mid-1970s for the pu
pose of forming the doping profiles required in MOS trans
tors and memory cells. Its advantages over other dop
methods include accurate dose control, higher purity of
dopant species, reproducibility of the impurity profiles, low
process temperature~however, electrical activation at highe
temperatures is still required!, the ability to selectively dope
the Si, and the ability to tailor the doping profile. Ion impla
tation continues to be very widely used today and is expec
to remain as the dominant doping method in the foresee
future in the fabrication of integrated circuits.

As device dimensions decrease, scaling of the dop
parameters must occur concurrently in order to achieve
maintain adequate device electrical characteristics suc
good turnoff, high drive current, and high reliability. Th
scaling requires increasingly compact~shallow and rapidly
varying! doping profiles in both the source/drain junctio
and the channel regions of the MOS transistor. These s
low doping profiles also require much lower thermal budg
than previous generations. In the past, thermal budgets w
sufficiently large so that the final dopant profile did not d
pend appreciably on the implant parameters. For shal
profiles, the final profile depends much more on the impl
conditions, and it is well established that the implant-induc
damage affects the final~after thermal processing! doping
profile due to defect enhanced diffusion.

Economic and technological factors have resulted in
mendous emphasis on rapid technology development an
a large increase in the use of technology computer-aided
sign ~TCAD! in the simulation of the MOS device and th
fabrication process. This, in turn, has generated a deman
computationally efficient, comprehensive, and validated p
cess models, including models for the simulation of the
implanted impurity and damage profiles. Process mode
and control of dopant profiles on these new length sca
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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require greater understanding of implantation profiles a
defect production than has been needed before. In this
tion we review the status of current programs to model i
plantation profiles, defect production, and the evolution
dopant profiles during processing. We first discuss rec
progress in the use of efficient phenomenological approac
as well as physically based models for predicting
implanted profiles. This is followed by a discussion of m
lecular dynamics calculations of damage production an
novel approach to quantifying ion-induced defect product
using surface trapping. The evolution of dopant profiles a
the interactions of dopants with ion-induced defects, d
cussed in the final part of this section, are especially imp
tant for the production of shallow implant profiles. Rece
progress using quantitative TEM and dopant superlattice
expanding our understanding of defect-enhanced dopant
fusion. Attempts to analytically and atomistically model th
complex process are discussed, as well as recent fi
principle calculations that are shedding light on atomic-le
defect-dopant interaction mechanisms.

A. As-implanted dopant profiles

Understanding the as-implanted dopant profile is a cr
cal first step in controlling shallow doping layers. Becau
the ion implant is performed in single crystal Si, the a
implanted profile has a strong dependence on implant an
dose, and substrate temperature, in addition to energy.
culational approaches are based on both semi-empi
methods and physically based models. In the semi-empir
approach, a large amount of experimental data is use
refine model parameters and their dependence on input
rameters. These models have the advantage of being com
tationally efficient. Physically based models rely on a d
scription of the basic physical processes controlling
system and help to validate the physical understanding of
processes involved.

The Dual–Pearson fitting procedure14 has been highly
successful in the semi-empirical model development for
6517Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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FIG. 6. Comparison of the impurity profiles predicted byUT-MARLOWE with experimentally measured profiles.~a! Dependence on implant dose for BF2

implants at 35 keV.~b! Dependence on tilt angle for As implants at 180 keV~from Ref. 22!.
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BF2, As, and P implants15–18because of its ability to accoun
so well for the dependence of both the randomly scatte
and the channeled parts of the implanted profile on all of
key implant parameters. These models haveexplicit depen-
dence on energy, dose, tilt angle, and rotation angle,
examples of their excellent predictive capabilities are illu
trated in Fig. 5. This analytic function approach is mu
more computationally efficient than physically based mod
and has been demonstrated to accurately describe the i
rity profile over four to five orders of magnitude variation
the concentration.14–18 In addition, this approach has bee
demonstrated to model the wide range of different sha
profiles resulting from channeled implants, off-axis~mini-
mum channeling! implants, different doses, and low ma
~B! and high mass~As! implant species.14–18 The develop-
ment of accurate models of this type, however, requires
tensive experimental data, especially in order to corre
understand and predict the detailed channeling depend
of the profile on the various parameters. Towards this en
very large number of wafers has been implanted, and o
2000 SIMS depth profiles have been carefully measure
order to determine values, and an interpolation scheme
the nine parameters required by the Dual–Pearson mod

Physical models are typically based on Monte Ca
computer simulations using the binary collision approxim
tion ~BCA!. BCA simulations depend on calculating the cla
sical scattering integral for two particles, one moving and
other stationary, that interact through a screened Coulo
interaction potential. Atoms are then set in motion accord
to the kinematics of the collision and go on to interact w
other atoms in the system, but only while their energy
ceeds a threshold value, usually set at the minimum ene
required to produce a Frenkel pair in the material~15 eV for
Si!. Programs of this type includeMARLOWE, originally de-
veloped at Oak Ridge National Laboratory to study radiat
effects in crystalline materials,19 and UT-MARLOWE, an en-
hanced version developed at the University of Texas at A
tin for studying implantation in Si. Inherently a three
dimensional ~3D! simulator, UT-MARLOWE has been
6518 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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demonstrated to accurately predict as-implanted impu
profiles for B ~5–80 keV!, BF2 ~5–65 keV!, and As~5–180
keV! implants into single-crystal Si.20–22Ziegler–Biersack–
Littmark ~ZBL! pair-specific ~e.g., As–Si, B–Si, O–Si,
Si–Si, etc.! interatomic potentials have been implemented
the nuclear scattering BCA model in order to improve t
accuracy of the model.23 The ion beam divergence, nativ
oxide layers, and wafer temperature during implantation
taken into account. In addition, new models for the electro
stopping and dose dependence~cumulative damage! have re-
cently been developed.20–22,24,25The electron stopping mod
els have explicit dependence on the electron concentratio
the Si lattice as determined fromab initio calculations.26

These models have resulted in excellent predictive capa
ties for the detailed dependence of arsenic and boron
implanted profiles on all key implant parameters for
BF2, and As implants into single-crystal Si, partially dam
aged~due to ion implants! single-crystal Si, and amorphou
Si.20–22 This approach is illustrated in Fig. 6 which demo
strates the good agreement between the simulated pro
and the experimental data for different implant parame
variations.

TheUT-MARLOWE model for boron has been extended
predict the profiles for boron implants through overlying o
ide layers into single-crystal Si, since this situation co
monly occurs in integrated circuit fabrication. In additio
the cumulative damage models for B, BF2, and As inUT-
MARLOWE produce reasonable estimates of the Si intersti
and vacancy distributions resulting from the implant-induc
damage. The cumulative damage models take into acc
nearest neighbor recombination of interstitials during the
plant, the presence of highly localized disordered regio
~also referred to as ‘‘amorphous pockets’’!, and a threshold
concentration of interstitials and vacancies for amorphi
tion. A threshold of 10% displacement of the Si lattice ato
is used as the criterion.27 These cumulative damage mode
not only accurately predict the dose dependence of the
purity profiles, but also predict the experimentally measu
amorphous layer thicknesses.
Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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A critical need for two- and three-dimensional impla
models has also developed due to the very small device s
and the dense packing of these devices in integrated circ
Also, effects due to implants through overlying oxide laye
the orientation of the masking edge, and the masking la
thickness are of major importance. It is highly desirable
have two- and three-dimensional models that can accura
predict the detailed profile dependence on energy, dose
angle, rotation angle, masking layer thickness~to account for
implant shadowing at the masking layer edge in addition
correctly accounting for the implant profile dependence
overlying layer thickness!, and masking edge orientation.

To begin to address these needs, a 2D model for B
plants into ~100! single-crystal Si through overlying oxid
layers was developed.28 The 2D implant profile uses a sem
empirical equation based on the Pearson functions. Since
characterization techniques are not capable of measuring
merous profiles over a large dynamic range with a resolu
of 2–5 nm, the results of this model were compared w
profiles generated byUT-MARLOWE Monte Carlo simulations.
The distributions generated by this equation closely ma
the simulated distributions, as shown in Fig. 7.

B. Damage production

1. Molecular dynamics calculations

A powerful method to study ion–solid interactions th
does not make use of the BCA is molecular dynamics co
puter ~MD! simulation. Classical MD treats a system of i
teracting degrees of freedom~atoms! by solving the classica
equations of motion iteratively to obtain their phase sp
trajectories.29 Because of its inherent simplicity, MD is a
extremely powerful tool to obtain atomic scale informati
and physical insight into the mechanisms of mass trans
and microstructural evolution in materials subjected to ex
nal, nonequilibrium driving forces. In particular, because
the length scale~e.g., 300 Å3300 Å3300 Å cubes contain-
ing 106 atoms! and time scale ('1029 s) accessible to the

FIG. 7. Illustration of the predictive capability of the computationally ef
cient 2D model for boron implants. The implant is performed through
0.4-mm-wide window in the mask at an energy of 80 keV, a dose o
31013 cm22, and tilt and rotation angles of 10° and 0°, respectively. The
profile is along thê 110& direction. The solid isoconcentration curves a
generated byUT-MARLOWE, and the dotted isoconcentration curves are p
dicted by the new 2D model~from Ref. 28!.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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simulations. MD is ideally suited to study the energy dep
sition and subsequent thermalization of the cascade reg
and therefore provides atomistic details of the mechanis
of defect production and phase transformation during
beam processing of semiconductors.

At present, MD simulations are being used to stu
semiconductor processes such as low energy reactive
etching,30 sputtering,31 and ion implantation for shallow
junction technology.32 Because of the short times accessib
long range diffusion of dopants and defects cannot be m
eled with MD. However, as discussed below, kinetic Mon
Carlo ~MC! methods, which have been used before to stu
adatom and vacancy diffusion on Si surfaces33 and to model
defect evolution in metals during high temperature neut
irradiation,34,35 can be used to couple the MD simulation
the much longer time regime of damage accumulation
dopant diffusion.

The simulations discussed below were performed w
the Stillinger–Weber~SW! potential for Si~Ref. 36! using a
MD code optimized for ion–solid interaction studie
~MOLDYCASK!. Although many other potentials for Si exist i
the literature,37 experience with the SW potential indicate
that it is a reasonable representation of Si for the study of
beam processing, accurately describing many propertie
small Si clusters38 and bulk Si~including melting36 and rapid
recrystallization kinetics39!. Comparison to very recent den
sity functional calculations with ab initio
pseudopotentials40,41 shows very good agreement betwe
these electronic structure methods and the simple SW po
tial. The calculations described here were performed on
256 processor Cray Research Inc. T3D MPP compute
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.

To simulate an ion beam interacting with a surface
system of atoms with the desired crystal structure is gen
ated with periodic boundary conditions and allowed to co
to equilibrium with a thermal reservoir. After equilibration o
the system, one atom@the primary knock-on atom~PKA!# is
given the velocity corresponding to the implantation ene
and beam angle of incidence that needs to be simulated.
ion trajectory, as well as that of all subsequent secondary
higher energy recoils, is followed and the simulation pr
ceeds until the displacement cascade region reaches eq
rium with the surrounding thermal bath, i.e., until all depo
ited energy has dissipated into the boundary and ther
reservoirs. At that point, a new PKA can be launched into
simulation box and the whole process is repeated. In
manner, dose can be accumulated, and effects such as s
and temporal cascade overlap can be easily studied.

For the simulation of ion beam processing the mo
interatomic potential has to be modified in the region of sh
interatomic separation. This is because many atoms inte
at spacings well inside the core–core overlap region dur
the cascade process. This modification requires that s
information regarding the form of the potential be known f
distances of approach shorter than those characteristic of
example, the pair distance in â110& dumbbell. Presently
used potentials have been found to be in agreement
experimental values of the orientation dependence
Ed .

42,43 These results indicate that these potentials are w

-

6519Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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suited to describe the low energy defect production mec
nisms. The model potential is then modified for energ
higher, or distances of closest approach in a two-body co
sion shorter, than those characteristic of these threshold
ergy events. One typical solution in Si~Ref. 44! is to spline
the two-body part of the SW potential to the so-called U
versal, or ZBL, potential.45 The ZBL potential is a screene
Coulomb interaction potential designed to describe prop
the scattering properties of a very wide range of two-at
systems, and is widely used in BCA codes such as the af
mentionedMARLOWE andTRIM.

Results from a typical simulation of a displacement c
cade for a 5 keV Si ion impacts on Si are illustrated in Fi
8.32 Only atoms with potential energiesEP of 0.2 eV above
the ground state are illustrated. The diameter provides
indication of atom potential energies in the range of 0.2
eV or larger. The shade of the spheres indicates atomic l
stress,s, wheres5V21]V(zr i j )/]z, V is the atomic vol-
ume of the crystal, andz is a distance scaling factor. Th
shade scale ranges from very dark for tensile stress to
gray for compressive stress. The initial substrate tempera
was 80 K in this case.

At the start of the collision process, the energy is co
centrated in a relatively small number of atoms with lar
potential energies, as shown in Fig. 8~a!. At this time, 0.1 ps
after the start of the 5 keV atom, the region of damage
not extended to its full depth, and the cascade region is un
large compressive stress. The maximum number of at
with EP.0.2 eV occurs about 0.2 ps after the first collisio
at this point the average total energy per atom is'1 eV for
those atoms withEP.0.2 eV. The average potential energ
of the particles illustrated in Fig. 8~b! (t51 ps) is 0.47 eV
whereas the latent heat of fusion of the Si model is 0.3
suggesting that these particles may have properties simil
that of liquid Si. Figure 8~c! shows that about 53102 atoms

FIG. 8. Configurations of atoms with potential energy greater than 0.2
above the crystal ground state value. Sphere size indicates energy o
atoms from 0.2 to 1 eV and above. The shade of the spheres indicates s
The development of damage with time is indicated in the sequence~a!
corresponds to 0.1 ps after the ion starts moving,~b! to 1 ps, and~c! to 8 ps
~from Ref. 32!.
6520 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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still haveEP.0.2 eV after 8 ps; the average potential ener
of these atoms is 0.34 eV.

One of the interesting observations that may be deri
from these simulations is the fact that very few isolated Fr
kel pairs are produced by these cascades. This can be u
stood by considering that isolated point defects are produ
in cascades by replacement collision sequences~RCSs! along
low index crystallographic directions.46,47 As we discussed
above, such RCSs in Si are extremely short, two to th
atomic replacements long at most.43 Therefore, the probabil-
ity of such a RCS producing a stable~i.e., separated beyon
its own spontaneous recombination volume! vacancy–
interstitial pair during a keV cascade is very small. On t
other hand, large pockets of unrelaxed amorphous mate
are produced by the displacement cascades. For these 5
cascades, the disordered regions contain an averag
;800 atoms, i.e., seven times the number of displaced at
predicted by the BCA calculations. Because of the energ
collisions and the density changes induced by the incom
particle, these amorphous regions frequently have dens
that differ from that of the crystal. Also, because of the
large surface-to-volume ratio and the fact that they are s
rounded by crystalline material, these amorphous pockets
highly unstable, and recrystallize at much lower tempe
tures than a stable planar amorphous/crystal interface. U
annealing for several picoseconds at elevated tempera
such density fluctuations result in the appearance of vac
cies and self-interstitial atoms in the recrystallized mater
These defects can then participate in the transient enha
diffusion of dopant atoms that is commonly observed in lo
energy ion implanted Si. Note that out of approximately 5
atoms originally present in a typical amorphous pocket, o
four or five defects at most remain as damage.32

2. Quantifying defect production by surface trapping

Although the production and diffusion of ion induce
defects are critical to understanding their effect on dop
distributions, the transient nature of these defects make
difficult to measure their production directly. Quantitativ
TEM has made significant progress in explaining transi
enhanced diffusion by quantifying the number of io
induced interstitials trapped in extended defects~see Sec.
II C!. Another method that was recently developed takes
vantage of the fact that defect diffusion is slower on t
surface of semiconductors than in the bulk so defects
reach the surface are trapped there. The process is sh
schematically in Fig. 9~a!: defects are created in the bulk an
then diffuse to the surface where they are trapped by t
reduced mobility at the surface. Probes of surface morph
ogy, such as reflection high energy electron diffracti
~RHEED!48 and scanning tunneling microscopy~STM!,49

can then be used to determine the number of defects
duced per ion. Because RHEED is nondestructive and ca
performed in real time, it can also be used to study the
teraction among vacancy and adatom type defects on
surface in order to study the kinetics of surface def
recombination.33,49,50

Up to this point, RHEED was used primarily to study th
defect yield for very low energy ions in the range of 70–5

V
the
ess.
Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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FIG. 9. ~a! Schematic of defect creation processes measured by RHEED. The ion-induced defects are created in the bulk and then diffuse to the surf
they are trapped.~b! Dependence of the surface defect yield on ion energy for He, Ar, and Xe ions incident on Ge~001! surfaces. The defect yield is
determined by RHEED measurements of the surface roughening rate~from Ref. 48!.
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eV to enhance surface processing. By measuring the ra
which the surface roughens during ion bombardment,
number of surface defects created per incident ion can
determined. Measurements of the surface defect yield
several ion species~He, Ar, and Xe! on the Ge~001! surface
are shown in Fig. 9~b!.48 The measurements were perform
at 2100 °C in order to freeze out defect diffusion on t
surface and to prevent adatom and surface vacancy reco

FIG. 10. Temperature dependence of the surface defect yield for 200 e
and Xe ions on Ge~001!. The yield is comparable to the total defect produ
tion at low temperature, but decreases to the sputter yield at higher tem
tures due to surface recombination~from Ref. 48!.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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nation. The effect of temperature on the surface defect y
is shown in Fig. 10 for Xe and Ar ions. At low temperatur
the defect yield is approximately 12 defects per ion, in re
sonable agreement withTRIM51 Monte Carlo simulations of
defect production using the BCA, indicating that roughly
of the defects created by the ion migrate to the surface
higher temperature, the defect yield decreases rapidly to
proximately one defect per ion, which is the value of t
sputter yield at this energy. This rapid decrease in the de
yield is attributed to the increase in surface diffusion w
temperature that allows the defects on the surface to bec
mobile and recombine. Only the uncompensated sputter
cancy remains after the surface recombination proc
Monte Carlo simulations using defect diffusion energies o
tained from previous measurements show that these re
are consistent with the mechanism of surface recom
nation.33

It is important to note that RHEED is only sensitive
surface roughness and not to bulk defects. In order to c
pare measurements such as these with calculations, the
culations must include defect diffusion processes that en
the defects to migrate to the surface. However, results fr
the combination of a defect production simulation and
Monte Carlo bulk diffusion simulator, as performed by Jara
et al.52 and described below, could be quantitatively tes
with this technique.

C. Defects and dopant diffusion

It was recognized over twenty years ago that the de
profiles of implanted and annealed B could not be explain
by either simple range theory or equilibrium diffusio
processes.2 The implant profile broadens by several thousa

Ar

ra-
6521Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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angstroms during the early stages of annealing. This p
nomenon, known as transient enhanced diffusion~TED! can
be seen in Fig. 11 where an initially abrupt profile is su
jected to either thermal annealing or shallower implantat
damage introduction and annealing. Such anomalously la
diffusion rates after implantation were not significant pro
lems when implant depths were in the micrometer range,
they can ruin devices at the shallow implant depths curre
in use.

Other anomalous diffusion phenomena have been
served as well, e.g., concentration dependent diffusion53 and
oxidation enhanced diffusion~OED!.54 Understanding these
results was achieved by recognizing that dopants in Si m
pair with either vacancies or interstitials in order to mov
dopants by themselves are immobile. This mechanism
cessfully explained the concentration dependence of di
sion rate through the charge states of the defects. T
mechanism also explains OED and TED by the injection
interstitials during formation of the oxide and from the im
plantation process, respectively.

FIG. 11. ~a! SIMS measurements of a B doping spike in MBE grown Si
layers before and after diffusion at 810 °C for 15 min.~b! Same as~a! but
with the B marker layer implanted with 131015 cm22, 40 keV Si before
diffusion ~from Ref. 55!.
6522 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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Despite a good qualitative understanding of TED a
OED, there remain serious problems in quantitatively de
mining the rates for these processes, largely because th
fect depends strongly on the point defect concentrations.
cent experimental results have greatly advanced
understanding of the atomistic mechanisms that govern T
In the next section, we review these experiments and disc
attempts to develop analytical models of defect and dop
diffusion and to couple defect production simulations w
Monte Carlo simulations of defect diffusion. In the final pa
of this section, we review recent progress in first princip
calculations of fundamental defect/dopant interactions t
may determine the atomic level mechanisms responsible
the observed behavior.

1. Transient enhanced diffusion

Standard measurements of TED use SIMS to meas
the depth profile after annealing~Fig. 4!. However, these
measurements convolute four phenomena: the implan
damage profile, the stationary component of the dopant p
file, the TED itself, and the depth dependence of TED aris
from variations in the point defect concentrations caus
TED. Over the last two years, much more detailed data
TED has become available using measurements, suc
those in Fig. 12, of the TED in superlattice samples.55–57

These samples use a regular array of B~or Sb! doping spikes
grown by molecular beam epitaxy~MBE! as marker layers to
monitor diffusion. Experiments such as those in Fig. 12 se
rate implant damage from the diffusing profile, and allow
to quantify the stationary~clustered! part of the profile and
the time-averaged diffusivity of a given spike with great pr
cision ~because of the extremely abrupt initial spike!. By
measuring the diffusivity and stationary components of s
cessive spikes, TED and clustering can be quantified a
function of distance from the implant damage in a sing

FIG. 12. SIMS measurements of B depth profiles for an as-deposited su
lattice and for implanted superlattices annealed at 790 °C for 10 min~from
Ref. 56!.
Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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sample. These measurements reveal the exact time and
dependence of TED, which relates directly to the effect
diffusivity of the point defect profile.

The concentration of Si interstitials as a function
depth from the surface can be directly extracted from
depth dependence of the enhanced B diffusivity shown
Fig. 12. In this way Si interstitial diffusion coefficients ca
be determined. These data58 are shown in Fig. 13 along with
corresponding OED data.59 There is good agreement be
tween the experiments. Also plotted are the Si intersti
diffusion coefficients obtained from theory and metal diff
sion experiments. These values, while generally consis
amongst themselves, show much higher diffusivities than
data obtained from the B diffusion experiments. Althou
the diffusivities obtained from these experiments vary by
to eight orders of magnitude, it is now generally accep
that the difference can be explained by the presence of tr
The effective Si diffusivity obtained from the B marker lay
experiments is very sensitive to the presence of such trap
C, while the theoretical calculations do not include the pr
ence of traps. It can also be shown that Si interstitial dif
sion coefficients extracted from metal diffusion experime
approximate the unretarded values for moderate to low
concentrations. The difference between these two set
data, therefore, shows the remarkable sensitivity of the
fusing Si interstitial to low levels of traps. A quantitativ
understanding of the mechanisms of the Si interstitial dif
sion and trapping is discussed further at the end of
section.

Along with the improved quantification of the TED pro
cess, there is a new push to quantify the state of the exten
defect microstructure. Figure 14 shows the impact of qu
titative transmission electron microscopy on the study
point defects.60,61 Here, TEM has been used to measure
density and size of dislocation loops of known type~intersti-
tial 1/2̂ 110&! during an oxidation step. Dislocation loop
were created with an amorphizing implant of 100 keV
with doses of 2–531015 cm22 as indicated in the figure. As

FIG. 13. Values of the interstitial diffusivity extracted from different expe
mental and theoretical studies. Solid line labeled NT5131016 cm23 shows
the retardation of Si interstitial diffusivity by C traps~from Ref. 58!.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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oxidation proceeds, interstitials are injected into the ne
surface region, and arrival of interstitials at the dislocati
loops leads to loop growth. These measurements provid
near-direct determination of the point defect flux occurri
in a given sample region under actual processing conditio
and have been critical in resolving several long-stand
problems~such as the circular argument that we know tha
is an interstitial diffuser because B diffusion is enhanced
oxidation, and we know that oxidation injects interstitia
because it enhances B diffusion!. Since the dislocation cap
ture of interstitials is diffusion limited,61 this technique can
be used to measure the defect concentrations independe
a dopant. This is particularly important for scaled devi
design. At low temperature, dopant diffusion is difficult
use to measure the defect concentrations. However, disl
tion loops can best be used as a sensor at these tempera

In a related set of experiments, the source of the in
stitials driving TED in Fig. 12 was recently identified from
quantitative TEM.62,63 The detailed diffusion measuremen
reveal a massive (.1000-fold) enhancement in diffusion i

FIG. 14. Quantitative TEM measurements of interstitials captured by di
cation loops during oxidation~from Ref. 60!.

FIG. 15. TEM micrograph of rodlike defects observed in samples afte
short anneal. The inset shows a cross-sectional high resolution electro
crograph of the$311% defect habit plane and the typical image contrast
$311% defects~from Ref. 62!.
6523Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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the initial stages for the near-damage B marker, suggesti
huge burst of interstitials. The duration of the burst increa
from;200 s at 810 °C to;100 h at;670 °C. TEM exami-
nation of samples annealed for much shorter times~5 s at
810 °C or 1 h at 670 °C! shows a dense array of ‘‘rodlike’
defects, as shown in Fig. 15; cross sections along the
^110& direction of these rods~inset! reveal the$311% habit
plane of the defects, and identify the defects with the lo
studied ‘‘$311% defects’’64,65 that are now known to be a
condensate of Si self-interstitials.66,67 The inset in Fig. 15
shows an atomic resolution micrograph of a$311% defect
formed by implantation. By quantifying the density and si
of $311% defects as a function of anneal time it is then po
sible to monitor the evaporation of these interstitial cond
sates during an anneal~see Fig. 16!. Such measurements ca
be correlated with TED data to confirm that the enhancem
in diffusion coincides with the evaporation process. T
leads to a fairly coherent picture for TED at least for th
energy and dose regime where stable interstitial agglom
tions form very early in annealing and their evaporati
leads to point defect supersaturation and TED. It is also p
sible to quantify the total interstitial excess associated w
these defects in the early stages of the anneal. For Si
implants at 20–150 keV in the 131012–331014 cm22 dose
range this interstitial excess appears to correspond to a
1.5 Sii per implanted ion, far lower than the Frenkel pa
concentrations believed to be associated with the initial
plant damage. The measured point defect excess is clo
an empirical rule sometimes used in diffusion simulations
which the point defects are assumed to be dominated by
implanted ion~plus one interstitial! rather than the cascad
~about 1000 vacancy–interstitial pairs!. We are now able to
pose a whole new set of questions associated with how
implant damage collapses to this level, what happened to
the vacancies, and what controls the interstitial excess. T
are also clear issues relating to how transient diffusion
driven at lower doses~where$311% defects are not observed!
and lower energies~where the surface will influence bot
initial cascade and subsequent defect annihilation!.

FIG. 16. Quantitative TEM measurements of evaporation of interstit
from $311% defects~from Ref. 62!.
6524 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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One of the key new results emerging from the mo
precise determinations of TED~Fig. 12! is demonstration
that the depth dependence of TED can be explained onl
terms of trap-limited diffusion of Si self-interstitials.56 The
most probable trap is carbon, an impurity present in all b
Si to fairly high levels. Identification of a trapping mech
nism is perhaps the single most critical outcome of this ar
The historical problem withDi ~Fig. 13! can be reinterpreted
in terms of variations in carbon content~giving differentDi

for very similar experiments! and different approximations
for diffusion ~the assumption that Si is trap free, givin
greatly different results for OED and metal-diffusion me
surements of Di) as first suggested by Griffin an
Plummer.68 Moreover, the identification of the trap offers th
prospect of not just predicting butcontrolling TED. Figure
17 compares the TED in B-doped marker layers for MB
growth with and without an acetylene source. Acetyle
leads to substitutional incorporation of C at concentrations
1019 cm23: at this level, traps not only slow the motion o
interstitials, but completely arrest TED. The solid line in Fi
13 shows the retardation of the Si interstitial diffusivity wi
a C trap concentration of 131016 cm23.

The connection between this recent data on interst
sources and historical studies of damage also poses p

s

FIG. 17. SIMS measurements of B diffusion profiles in MBE-grown sup
lattices containing substitutional C levels of~a! 1018 and ~b! 2
31019 cm23. Profiles are shown for unimplanted and ion-damaged
31013 cm22, 40 keV Si! superlattices after diffusion in vacuum at 800 °
for 10 min ~from Ref. 63!.
Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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lems. Traditionally, both amorphization of the target Si a
the formation of stable dislocations after annealing ha
been linked to displacement damage in the cascade.69 The
new picture that is emerging of$311% defects linked to exces
interstitials suggests that extended defects may arise f
point defect imbalances during the high-temperature por
of the anneal. Evidence is also emerging for a connec
between$311% defects and stable dislocations.70 Recent data
show that Frank loops form from a long precursor$311%
defect extended in thê110& direction. Such images demon
strate that, at least under some conditions, dislocation for
tion is also attributable to point defect imbalance. These
sults offer a new understanding for defect introduction in
but also pose critical questions regarding our ability to p
dict the defect density and spatial distribution in implant
material.

2. Analytical modeling approaches

There have been two primary mechanisms for mode
dopant and defect interactions. Both of these approac
solve a continuity equation for the dopant numerically, b
treat the diffusivity of the dopant differently. The first ap
proach is phenomenological and uses an effective ti
varying diffusivity that depends on implant and anneali
conditions. Expressions for the diffusivity can be deriv
based on empirical evidence and physical assumptions a
defect behavior. The other approach is to solve for the p
defect concentrations directly. Additional differential equ
tions are solved that govern the defect behavior and al
the concentration of each defect type to be computed
rectly. This information is then used to compute the dop
diffusivity.

In theory, the phenomenological approach should be
tremely useful since it is simpler to compute and has few
parameters. While the point defect based approach m
characterize all the defect reactions, diffusivities, and ti
constants, the empirical diffusivity needs only to character
the dopant motion. The reduced number of parame
should also make it easier to incorporate new effects
occur as junctions are scaled. Several such approaches
been tried71–75and were the first in many cases to be use
for unusual diffusion phenomena.75–77Although it might be
expected that this method should be the industry workho
in practice this approach is used seldomly, and little resea
on it is being performed.

Like most empirical techniques, extrapolation beyo
the characterized limits of the models is dangerous. Fur
experimental work must be performed in each new reg
with additional tuning required for the diffusivity expres
sions. Although the tuning required can be minimized if t
diffusion expressions are rooted in the correct physics,
requires a substantial commitment to the characterizatio
the junctions in the design space. In one dimension, thi
possible since there are adequate measurement techn
for dopant-depth profiling. However, today’s device desig
ers need lateral dopant information to design scaled, sub
crometer devices and there are no cheap, widely used m
ods for two-dimensional profile characterization. Witho
two-dimensional measurements, there can be no reli
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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two-dimensional empirical models. This has crippled the
velopment of what would otherwise be the easiest mode
approach. Further research is being conducted on accu
two-dimensional measurement techniques, which could p
sibly revitalize this approach. A review article by Subra
manyan covers many of the current approaches,78 e.g., scan-
ning probe methods, microcontact spreading resista
sputter methods, and electron microscope techniques.79

The other main modeling approach is fully physical a
attempts to include all relevant effects. Dopants diffu
through interaction with point defects, and the point def
equations are solved directly. The defect concentrations
then used to compute the local dopant diffusivity. As t
defect concentrations change and evolve, so does the do
diffusivity. Using this system of equations requires at a mi
mum solving three partial-differential equations to accou
for the motion of one dopant species, and therefore can
computationally complex.

The dopants and defects need to obey the following c
tinuity equation:

]CA

]t
5¹JA2RA ,

]CX

]t
5¹~JA1JX!2RX ,

whereJ is the flux,C is the concentration, subscriptA is the
dopant, subscriptX is the defect, interstitial or vacancy, an
R is the recombination.RA represents dopant precipitatio
and may also depend on the defect concentrations.RX repre-
sents defect recombination of all types. The dopant-de
fluxes are complex and interdependent:80–82

JA[( DAXCA
1
CX

CX*
¹ logSCA

1
CX

CX*
n

ni
D ,

JX[DXCX*¹S CX

CX*
D ,

whereD is the diffusivity, superscript1 represents the sub
stitutional quantity, superscript* is the equilibrium concen-
tration, andn/ni is the electron concentration divided by th
carrier concentration. The termDAX in the first equation is
the weighted diffusivity due to the dopant-defect pair. T
summation is over both defect types and all defect cha
states.

In theory, these systems of equations can predict dop
behavior under a wide variety of conditions. In practic
however, introducing two additional partial-differentia
equations means that there is a vast increase in the numb
parameters. We now require knowledge of the defect dif
sivities, defect equilibrium concentrations, recombinati
rates, boundary conditions, and charge states. A phys
model is only as accurate as the physics included, and le
ing out any major physical effect can severely limit predi
ability of the model. As the junctions have scaled, more a
more effects and interactions were needed to explain the
served phenomena.

The preceding problems would not represent a ma
roadblock, except that the defects cannot be measured
6525Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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rectly! This means experiments must be cleverly designe
calibrate the defect models. Interpretation is difficult at be
since the parameters cannot be determined independe
For instance, we most often measure the change in de
concentrations by measuring the change in dopant diffus
e.g., an increase in the diffusivity of phosphorus is attribu
to an enhancement in the concentration of interstitials. Ho
ever, this same measurement is then used to argue wh
diffusivity of phosphorus is enhanced during an interstit
injection. To avoid such circular reasoning, careful expe
ments must be designed and an equally careful interpreta
of the results taken to make progress in parameterizatio
the defect equations.

3. Monte Carlo simulations of defect kinetics

Atomistic models to study damage accumulation and
fect diffusion require modeling over much larger time sca
than can be achieved using molecular dynamics simulati
An alternative approach for extending the accessible t
scale is to couple the programs for calculation of dam
production with a Monte Carlo simulation of the defect d
fusion. Recently, Jaraizet al.52 have reported on the deve
opment of such a process simulator scheme based on
pling MARLOWE to a diffusion simulator in order to perform
simulations of implantation and of high temperature def
annealing for times and temperatures typically used in se
conductor manufacturing.

The simulation is carried out in the following way. A
cascade is developed byMARLOWE and the locations of va
cancies and interstitials, defined as the set of sites whe
displaced atom was in its original and its final position,
spectively, are passed on to the MC diffusion simulator. V
cancies and interstitials are then given random jumps, all
ing for vacancy–interstitial recombination, annihilation
the surface with a specified sink efficiency, clustering of li
defects, and re-emission from the clusters, and trapping
interstitials at native carbon traps. New cascades are ad
until the specified implant dose is achieved. A high tempe
ture anneal is then simulated by again using the MC dif
sion simulator.

A room temperature implant simulation of 40 keV,
31013 cm22 Si into ~001! Si, 7° tilt, yields a damage profile
consisting of small clusters of interstitials and vacanc
reaching a peak concentration of 531020 point defects per
cubic centimeter. This value is about five times smaller th
that given byMARLOWE alone, since some recombinatio
occurs at room temperature. During the high temperature
neal ~815 °C, 5 s!, the dominant process is vacancy
interstitial recombination. This continues until all of the v
cancies disappear, which occurs in less than 1 s;
vacancies diffuse faster than the interstitials and there
they reach the surface and are eliminated first. The num
of interstitials still present at that time is very small and
close to the number of implanted ions, in agreement with
11 model.83 Larger interstitial clusters continue to grow
the expense of smaller clusters which are less stable~smaller
binding energies!, exhibiting Ostwald ripening as observe
experimentally for$311% defects.62 The contribution of the
traps is almost negligible up to this stage. Figure 18 illu
6526 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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trates the interstitial concentration profile for the simulati
described at three stages.

In order for these MC diffusion simulations to be acc
rate and reliable, all the parameters used must be know
accurately as possible. The simulations just described
ploy migration barriers and cluster binding energies obtain
from MD simulations with SW Si.38 Ideally, one would like
to employ as much data derived fromab initio calculations
or obtained from experiment as possible. Also, as discus
above, classical MD is better suited thanMARLOWE to obtain
the primary state of damage and it would be interesting
perform similar atomic level processing simulations w
data obtained from MD. Much work remains to be done
this extremely promising area.

4. First principles calculations of fundamental
parameters

Progress in the atomistic modeling of dopant and def
diffusion requires a knowledge of the microscopic mech
nisms controlling the processes and their fundamental
rameters. The coupling of defect and dopant effects in m
experiments, as illustrated by TED, together with the co
plexity of implantation disorder evolution make it nearly im
possible to obtain these fundamental parameters by exp
ment alone.

Recent advances in first-principles theoretical a
proaches offer new possibilities for progress. For exam
improvements inab initio calculations based on the loca
density approximation, in combination with the rapidly in
creasing computational power of workstations and massiv
parallel machines, allow Si defect and dopant calculations
increasingly realistic size and accuracy. In this way theor
can work hand in hand with experiment and TCAD modeli
to help interpret results, evaluate proposed mechanisms,
establish parameter values. Key measures of success ar
reduction in the number of empirical parameters and the
traction of relevant physically based parameters.

FIG. 18. Results of combined Monte Carlo simulations of defect produc
and bulk diffusion. The interstitial concentration is shown at three stage
the simulation~from Ref. 52!.
Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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In a hierarchical scheme of applying theory to ion im
plantation the first-principles methods offer the possibility
calculating stable configurations, energy barriers, and m
mum energy paths. Even when absolute values canno
given with certainty, the ability to obtain good relative va
ues will be very useful in combination with experiments a
models in sorting out the possible mechanisms and deve
ing correct physical descriptions. Dopant and defect inter
tions can thus be evaluated as they determine diffusion, c
tering, recombination, dissolution, and related even
offering the possibility of defining much more accurate ru
for the MC descriptions. Such treatments will be critical
an eventual fully predictive modeling of the transient e
hanced diffusion process.

First-principles studies along the above lines for Si
now beginning in a number of laboratories. An example
the case of the B-interstitial interaction is illustrated in F
19.41,84 In the case of boron transient enhanced diffusion
curs predominately by way of Si interstitials and the ‘‘kic
out’’ mechanism is believed to be the dominant mechani
This process involves a Si interstitial moving onto a Si latt
site and ejecting a substitutional boron atom which then
grates rapidly for some distance before being recaptured
a Si lattice site and releasing a new Si interstitial.Ab initio
calculations provide a means to evaluate the migration p
and barriers involved in the process. These values then a
rate equation evaluations for comparison to the observed
fusion lengths, anomalous temperature dependences,
other properties, thereby lending credibility to the propos
kickout mechanism in this case. Otherab initio calculations
are evaluating vacancy interactions with group V dopant
teractions with vacancies, and the systematic binding ene
variation from P to As to Sb.85

It is important to note that even the seemingly simp
self-diffusion problem in Si is not yet resolved. Comparis
of the defect formation and migration energies with expe

FIG. 19. The results of first principles calculations for the energy barr
associated with B TED.~a! Schematic of a section of the~110! plane in Si
illustrating the B replacement and migration associated with this process~b!
Calculated energy barriers for the Si interstitial kick-out mechanism~after
Refs. 41 and 84!.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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ment is simplified in this case and experimental data h
been published for self-diffusion in Si measured by radio
tive isotopes under equilibrium conditions. The measu
ments exhibit Arrhenius behavior over a wide temperat
range, with an apparent activation energy of 4.860.2 eV and
a very large prefactor of 102 cm2/s.40 If the self-diffusion
jumps are induced by interstitials, then the coefficient of se
diffusion is DICI , whereCI is the equilibrium interstitial
concentration normalized by the Si atomic concentrati
The apparent activation energy for this mechanism isEI ,F

1EI ,M . Note that the classical MD interstitial calculation
giveEI ,F1EI ,M54.5 eV, almost within the range of error o
the experiment. But the fastest mechanism will predomin
and MD calculations suggest vacancies should prevail a
temperatures, withEv,F1Ev,I53.0 eV. This energy is far
below the experimental values.~The entropy of formation for
vacancies and interstitials is of the order of unity,86 and thus
would not have a strong effect on the equilibrium concent
tions; therefore, the formation energies and diffusion coe
cients should provide a good estimate of the relative con
butions of the two mechanisms.! Clearly, much research
remains to be done in this area in order to bring the com
tational and experimentally measured values of the Si de
properties into agreement. To fully exploit the first-principl
calculations and develop extensions of the atomic le
simulators for treating dopant/defect interactions, dop
clustering, and precipitation extensive new input data m
be obtained from experiments for validation of state-of-th
art ab initio calculations and correlation with paramet
modeling.

III. DEEP IMPLANTATION: BURIED STRUCTURES
AND GETTERING

While much of the technological and scientific empha
of implantation focuses around the use of low energies
shallow junction formation, there continues to be a burge
ing interest in the use of higher energy beams in at least th
disparate areas. The area that industry has adopted
readily has been the use of high energy beams to dire
fabricate retrograde wells or tubs. These deep dopant
plants obviate the use of lengthy high temperature annea
drive the dopants in by diffusion. Moreover, a significa
number of processing steps can be eliminated with conco
tant cost saving and yield improvement. This usage is le
ing to new processing protocols where clustered, low a
high energy implants are performed prior to an annealing
gate oxide growth step. Understanding the interaction am
these clustered implants will become increasingly importa
We discuss some of the defect issues below with partic
emphasis on the extended defects that can form in high
ergy implantations and can thread to the surface.

The production of buried dielectric layers by high dos
high energy implantation into Si has been studied for so
twenty years now.87 The goal is to produce a dielectricall
isolated Si layer with sufficient quality for device fabricatio
Most work has focused on the use of oxygen implants a
the direct production of a buried oxide layer by separation
implantation of oxygen~SIMOX!. Much progress has bee
made88 in recent years in reducing the defect density by tu

s

6527Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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ing the implantation and annealing steps so that large s
integrated circuits that run at increased speed and lower
erating voltages can now be fabricated. In the following s
tions, we will review some of the defect formation and a
glomeration mechanisms in the overlying Si after the dir
formation of the buried layer by O implantation. Unlike th
low energy regime, vacancy agglomeration assumes an
portant role in defect formation for implant processes.

In addition to the SIMOX process, alternative metho
for producing buried dielectric isolation layers have a
vanced rapidly. In the process of wafer bonding, two waf
are joined by placing their oxidized surfaces in contact w
each other and annealing them. The resulting layered st
ture is then thinned from one side by chemical-mechan
polishing and etching to form a thin Si layer above the bur
oxide. More recently, a technique was introduced usin
combination of wafer bonding and ion implantation; th
technique holds much promise for device fabrication. In t
Smart-Cut technique,89 one of the Si wafers is initially im-
planted with a high dose of H before the surface oxide
formed. The wafers are then weakly bonded together at ro
temperature. The bonded structure is subsequently anne
in a two-step process. The first anneal at 400–600 °C ca
the implanted wafer to split apart into a thin layer of
~bonded through the oxide to the second wafer! and the re-
mainder of the implanted wafer. A high temperature ann
strengthens the bonding of the thin Si layer to the silicon-
insulator~SOI! structure. Because the splitting occurs at t
peak of the depth distribution of the implanted gas, the thi
ness of the Si overlayer can be controlled easily by the
ergy of the implant.

The final area we will review in this section is getterin
Gettering describes the phenomenon whereby deleter
impurities, such as Fe, can be removed from the active
of the Si wafer and be trapped in treated regions. Ion impl
tation is proving a particularly interesting way of treatin
certain areas to introduce well controlled gettering sites.
will discuss gettering at nanocavities, implanted impuriti
and ion-induced damage. Although there is still debate ab
the commercial viability of implantation gettering for devic
fabrication, there is little doubt that the ability to accurate
control and measure the gettering profiles through impla
tion and SIMS analysis is leading to a better understand
of these complex phenomena.

A. Well formation

1. Processing constraints

The introduction of high energy implantation into pr
duction is being driven by well- or tub-formation technol
gies. CMOS manufacturing requires bothn-channel and
p-channel transistors, and the process begins with forma
of the n- and p-type wells ~or tubs!, several micrometers
deep. Traditionally, this is accomplished by thermal diff
sion drive-in anneals at high temperature~up to 1100 °C! and
over prolonged times~many hours!. The use of high energy
implants for well formation offers several important adva
tages. Most notably, the high energy implantation well p
cess can eliminate two or three mask steps from the t
process sequence90 ~see Fig. 20!. This process simplification
6528 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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is essentially a consequence of our ability to control
depth of the implanted dopant, and implant it through a p
existing field–oxide isolation layer. For triple-well process
in low-voltage 16 MB dynamic random access memo
~DRAM! replacement of a six-mask diffused well process
a four-mask high energy implantation process has been
ported. The mask steps refers only to the photolithogra
process steps~the most expensive!, but a number of associ
ated steps is also eliminated, for the further cost reduct
For example, total cost savings of approximately 10% ha
been estimated for 16 MB DRAM manufacture.91,92 This
10% cost reduction can amount to around $70 per wafer
200 mm wafers: with a throughput of about 3000 wafers
week a high energy implantation step can achieve a total
savings amounting to up to $0.2 M/week in a large fabric
tion facility.

In addition, this reduced process complexity can a
increase yield in the production line and shorten the cy
time. In general, yield models assume a fixed probability
failure ~or fixed particle contamination probability! at each
process step. Smaller numbers of steps then imply sma
numbers of particles or higher yield through the line. T
shorter cycle times can also be important drivers for int
duction into manufacturing. Thus process simplificati
alone provides good reasons for replacing diffused tubs w
high energy implantation. For the increasingly large wa
diameters in use, the reduction in thermal budget alone
also significant. For larger diameter wafers, warpage can

FIG. 20. Comparison between the masking layer processes for~a! MeV
triple well structure and~b! conventional well formation~from Ref. 90!.
Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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an issue at the high temperatures as can long times invo
in tub diffusion: high energy implantation reduces both tim
and temperature by putting the implant at the depth of
desired dopant distribution. This advantage becomes m
significant as wafer diameters grow.

Finally, high energy implantation offers considerable a
vantages in terms of device performance. From a dev
point of view, high energy implantation technology allow
precise positioning and control of dopants and junctions w
minimal vertical and lateral diffusion. Reported improv
ments in device characteristics include: reduced junc
leakage, lower soft error rates, latch-up immunity, increa
DRAM retention time, and reduction in single bit failure. A
the circuit level, improved low voltage operation, operati
speed, flash chip size reductions~30%–50%!, and overall
increase in circuit yields have also been reported.

2. Extended defect formation

With the advent of the extensive use of high energy i
plantation, extended defect formation from the implant
becoming an issue for the first time in years. For low ene
implants dislocations are not generally a problem; either
dose is so low that there are no extended defects after
activation anneal~source–drain extensions, threshold adj
implants!, or the electrically active junction lies well below
the defective region~source–drain implants!. ~Note that TED
is almost beneficial here, since without anomalous diffus
the source–drain junctions would lie perilously close to
dislocations from the end-of-range of the source–drain
plant.! With high energy implantation, we are moving into
regime where the dose must be far higher than a thres
adjust implant, but the implant lies below the active region
the device. Dislocations from the implant then have the p
sibility of extending towards the surface. A single dislocati
penetrating the depletion region of anyp-n junction any-
where on a 1 cm2, chip will cause a leakage failure. Thus,
manufacturing we are unable to tolerate a density of s
dislocations higher than about 0.1 cm22. Understanding of
dislocation formation processes is insufficiently complete

FIG. 21. Plan view TEM micrographs of the dislocations in 900 °C a
nealed CZ Si implanted with B~from Ref. 93!.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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allow us to predict with any confidence the precise impla
and annealing conditions needed to meet this requireme

Although a number of studies~e.g., Ref. 69! has inves-
tigated the ‘‘threshold dose’’ for dislocation introduction
there are very few studies providing quantitative data, elu
dating mechanisms, or studying the more relevant ne
surface class of threading dislocations. Very recently
quantitative picture has begun to emerge.93 Figure 21~taken
from Ref. 93! shows the typical dislocation microstructu
for MeV implants following a high temperature anneal. As
usual with higher energy implantation, these dislocations
of the perfecta/2^110& Burgers vector type. The appearan
of very long, extended dipoles represents a higher ene
microstructure than elliptical loops. There is, as yet, no cl
consensus on the mechanism for formation of these defe
although it is known that perfect dislocations are associa
with high energy implants while very low energy amorphi
ing implants more frequently show 1/3^111& Frank loops.
There is reason to believe that dislocation formation is as
ciated with the same$311% defects that cause TED~Sec. II!.
The dislocation microstructure seen in Fig. 21 does ind
mirror very closely the appearance of$311% rodlike defects
extended alonĝ110& directions. This is significant because
suggests a link between the dislocations and interstitial
persaturations, as opposed to displacement damage.69 As for
low energy implants, our understanding of the point def
supersaturations remains incomplete~high energy implants
may have the additional complication of a spatial separa
between interstitial and vacancy excesses, as will be
cussed in Sec. III C!.

The length of a typical dislocation dipole in Fig. 2
clearly exceeds the depth of the implant~2 mm for the im-
plant in Fig. 21!, so there is obviously a strong possibility o
threading dislocations penetrating all the way to the surfa
Defect etching studies of threading densities93 show ex-
tremely high dislocation densities (;106 cm22) at doses of
about 131014 cm22. Either lower or higher doses reduc
this density, as illustrated in Fig. 22. The falloff at low do
is associated with the threshold for dislocation formation.
high doses the reduced threading dislocation density is a
ciated with an increase in the total number of dislocatio

-

FIG. 22. Threading density vs B dose:~a! CZ Si, 900 °C~30 min!; ~b!
epi-Si, 900 °C~30 min!; ~c! CZ Si, 700 °C~20 h!1900 °C ~30 min! ~from
Ref. 93!.
6529Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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n
FIG. 23. ~a! Oxygen depth profile after high energy implant. Note pileup of oxygen at half the projected range.~b! Relation between oxygen concentratio
gettered by implant damage at half the projected range and ion mass~from Ref. 94!.
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but a modified dislocation microstructure that leads to mu
shorter dipoles that no longer extend to the near-surface
gion. The detailed physics of all these interactions is not
understood; this remains one of the critical challenges for
understanding of high energy implantation. Figure 22 illu
trates the importance of understanding different mechanis
by preannealing, it is possible to reduce the dislocation d
sity even at 131014 cm22 implantation doses; in this in
stance the reduction seems to be attributed to the O pre
tation accomplished by a preanneal.

Another example of the resulting complexity that c
occur through impurity–defect interactions is given in F
23 for oxygen accumulation in high energy impla
damage.94 At doses of 131014 cm22 and above, oxygen
pileup at these residual damage sites has been reported;
dose of.131015 cm22, two oxygen peaks are observed
shown in Fig. 23~a!. This second peak at about one-half t
projected range (Rp) is speculated to be vacancy relate
and the heavier the implanted ion mass the larger the oxy
peak, as shown in Fig. 23~b!. However, if a denuded zone
free of oxygen, is formed in the wafer prior to the high do
implantation, then oxygen pileup does not occur.

B. Defect issues in buried oxide formation

We now review results obtained from the formation
buried oxide layers by the SIMOX process and the increa
understanding of high energy defect formation that has
sulted. Attention is focused upon the overlying Si lay
~above of the buried oxide! where the behavior of damag
growth reveals interesting aspects of the defect interact
not seen~or fully appreciated! during irradiation under less
severe conditions~i.e., at lower energy, dose, or temper
ture!. Unlike the TED phenomena, this behavior is dom
nated by vacancy defects. While this vacancy-dominated
6530 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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havior may be more readily apparent under the extre
conditions inherent to SIMOX processing, experimental e
dence suggests that it is present over a much wider rang
implantation conditions.

SIMOX is a process for forming a high-quality, SO
material88,95by implanting a single crystal of Si with O ion
to sufficiently high doses to produce a buried oxide lay
Implantation is generally done at elevated temperature
prevent amorphization of the surface Si layer and to prom
dynamic annealing of ion-induced defects. Advantages
SOI over bulk Si as a substrate material for use in fabricat

FIG. 24. RBS spectra of the aligned yield along the normal axis fr
Si~100! implanted at 450 °C with 500 keV O ions at two different fluence
The spectra shown by the open and closed circles were implanted con
ously in a ‘‘single step.’’ The ‘‘two-step’’ process involved interrupting th
O implantation as described in the text. All O implantations were done us
a current density of 5–6mA cm22 which raised the temperature of th
sample during irradiation to;530 °C. An aligned spectrum from virgin S
and a random spectrum from an implanted sample are shown for refere
Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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FIG. 25. XTEM from Si~100! implanted at 450 °C with 450 keV O ions at a dose of~a! 0.831018 and ~b! 1.131018 cm22. These samples were implante
identically to those discussed in Fig. 24~using the single-step process!. The slight difference in ion energy arose from experimental expedience and i
relevant to the results. The micrograph in~c! shows the evolution of the damage morphology after annealing at 900 °C in the 0.831018 cm22 implanted
sample~from Ref. 105!.
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integrated circuits include improved device and circ
performance96–98 and reduced wafer processing cost.99 The
unique behavior of the damage produced during SIMO
type implantations is demonstrated in the spectra in Fig.
from Si~100! implanted at 450 °C with 500 keV O ions a
two different doses~designated as one-step implants!. The
overlying Si layer for these samples extends to;0.6mm in
depth with the buried oxide layer formed beyond, near
ions’ projected range at;0.9mm. At the lower dose, the
aligned yield within the Si overlayer remains near the virg
level, indicating little or no accumulation of damage. T
absence of damage accumulation at this dose is surpr
since the average number of atomic displacements~dpa’s!
within this region is nearly 100~as determined byTRIM100!
and indicates that an overwhelming majority of the Fren
defects recombines and does not contribute to dam
growth. At the higher dose, the damage behavior within
overlayer undergoes a transition from constrained to ra
growth, as indicated by the substantial increase in the alig
yield within the top;0.5mm. Cross-sectional transmissio
electron micrographs~XTEMs! from these two implanted
samples are shown in Figs. 25~a! and 25~b! at the lower and
higher doses, respectively. The morphology near the p
jected range is not unusual and has been descr
previously.101–104The features within the Si overlayer pro
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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vide clear evidence of a transition in the damage behav
At the lower dose, defects are too small to be resolv
whereas after the transition at the higher dose, the def
consist of a band of dislocations near the middle of the ov
layer which is isolated from both the surface and the end
range defects. The critical dose marking the onset of
transition was found to increase with temperature~e.g., the
transition was observed near 731017 cm22 for 450 keV O
implantation at 250 °C, vs 131018 cm22 at 450 °C in Fig.
25!. Dislocations formed at the onset of the transition fi
appear as loops but can quickly evolve into dislocat
tangles105 ~especially at lower temperature!. The dislocation
density within these tangles decreases with temperature
that above;600 °C they remain as isolated~half! loops.106

The behavior of precursor defects formed within t
overlayer is key to understanding the mechanism that t
gers the onset of the transition. In order to observe th
defects at low doses where XTEM is unable to resolve
individual defects, the lower dose sample was anneale
900 °C to enlarge any defect clusters present due to ripen
The micrograph in Fig. 25~c! reveals a band of microvoid
extending over a range similar to that of the dislocation ba
formed by the transition@as seen in Fig. 25~b!#. These voids
clearly evolve from small vacancy clusters that must
present within the region at fairly high concentrations~i.e.,
6531Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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well above the equilibrium value!. X-ray diffraction analysis
demonstrated that these small vacancy clusters produ
uniaxial contraction of the lattice along the sample norm
which increases with implantation dose up to the dam
transition, after which there is some strain relief.105 There-
fore, it appears that a buildup of vacancy clusters, as we
the concomitant strain, continues during irradiation unti
critical value that triggers the damage transition is achiev
This model is supported by comparing the results of the o
step process and the two-step process in Fig. 24. In
single-step process~discussed above!, O implantation was
done continuously until the desired dose was achieved. In
two-step process, O implantation was interrupted after
initial subcritical O dose~below the damage transition! to
irradiate the sample with Si self-ions at an energy~150 keV!
that placed them near the middle of the superficial la
where the density of vacancy-type defects is greatest.
introduction of these self-ions acts as an artificial recom
nation tool to eliminate a portion of the vacancy populatio
and thus the associated strain. Last, a second step of O
plantation was used to achieve the final dose. Compar
between these processes shows that, for a total dose o
31018 cm22, the damage transition within the Si overlay
~seen in the one-step spectrum! did not occur during two-step
processing. This demonstrates that the transition can be
layed or avoided by direct manipulation of the vacancy
fects by self-ion irradiation which, in turn, establishes t
vacancy-type defect as the precursor that triggers the dam
transition.

These results were compared with damage effects u
self-ions under similar conditions to determine whether
not vacancy mediated damage growth is derived from im
rity effects ~due to high concentration of oxygen! or is of a
more general origin. The results of implantation at 450
with 1.25 MeV self-ions107 are shown in Fig. 26. Aligned
spectra from samples implanted at two different doses
play similar features to those in Fig. 24. The lower do
(2.031017 cm22) self-implanted sample shows two distin
behaviors of damage growth; near the end-of-range wh

FIG. 26. RBS spectra of the aligned yield along the normal axis fr
Si~100! implanted at 450 °C with 1.25 MeV self-ions at various doses. R
dom and aligned spectra from virgin Si are shown for reference~from Ref.
107!.
6532 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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substantial growth occurs and an overlayer region in wh
growth is constrained. The constrained growth within t
overlayer persists to quite high doses but, as in the case f
implantation, it eventually yields at higher doses. At a se
implanted dose of 331017 cm22, a distinct peak near the
center of the superficial layer at;0.45mm signifies signifi-
cant growth of damage. The similarity between these res
and the O implantation confirms that the vacancy media
growth of damage is not simply a consequence of the io
solid chemistry.

One explanation for the observed excess of vacancy-t
defects within the overlayer prior to dislocation formation
the spatial separation of Frenkel defects. Since interstiti
vacancy pairs are created during irradiation as a resul
atomic displacements, the momentum transferred to the
terstitial will on average have a nonzero component alo
the direction of the incident ion. At these higher energi
this leads to a spatial separation between the interstitial
vacancy defects with the interstitials distributed to grea
depths on average.TRIM simulations which track the trajec
tory of the primary ions as well as the knock-ons have be
used to calculate the separation in the distributions of
Frenkel pairs. The results, shown in Fig. 27 normalized t
dose of 1018 cm22, reveal a vacancy excess of several atom
percent over the top 0.8mm followed by a much narrowe
distribution of excess interstitials. The excess concentrati
are converted to volumetric changes within the solid by
sociating an atomic volume with each of the pairs~i.e., a
missing lattice site for a vacancy and an extra atom for
interstitial!. Since the excess derives from small differenc
in the Frenkel pair distributions, it is nominally only a frac
tion (;0.03%) of the total defect population. However, th
majority of the Frenkel pairs is spatially correlated and ra
idly recombines at elevated temperature. In contrast, the
tially separated pairs~i.e., the excess defects! avoid recom-
bination and, therefore, contribute to a very slow rate
damage accumulation. Also shown in Fig. 27 is the volu
added by the implanted oxygen assuming it precipitates a

-FIG. 27. TRIM results showing the volumetric change in O implanted
~normalized to a dose of 1018 cm22) arising from the pair-separation mecha
nism and the implanted atoms. Arrow indicates crossover between de
increasing and decreasing~from Ref. 107!.
Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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oxide, a reasonable assumption since most of
1018 cm22 implanted oxygen exceeds the solubility limit
Si of ;1017 cm23 at 600 °C. The sum of these two effec
yields a crossover depth between rarefaction and densi
tion at 0.55mm as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 27. Th
thickness coincides well with the extent of the vacancy-r
overlayer region shown in Fig. 24. WhileTRIM is an ather-
mal calculation and does not include effects of defect dif
sion, substantial interdiffusion of the interstitial and vacan
excesses is not anticipated. The results clearly show
these defects are self-trapping and thus produce immo
clusters. Also, estimates of the vacancy cluster size base
the size dependent surrounding lattice distortion and m
sured layer strains give cluster sizes on the order of six
cancies, consistent with expectations for clusters that are
small to resolve by TEM and yet sufficiently large to b
stable at>450 °C.

Since the pair separation mechanism derives from
kinematics of the ion–solid interaction, it is inherently ind
pendent of temperature. However, at lower temperatures
pair separation mechanism may be obscured by other d
age mechanisms and thermal kinetics will determine the
ture of subsequent interactions among the excess vaca
produced by this mechanism. The behavior of the io
induced damage growth at room temperature~RT! is shown
by aligned spectra in Fig. 28 from Si~100! crystals implanted
at higher ion energies~1.25 MeV! with different doses of
self-ions.108 Two distinct behaviors of the damage grow
are immediately obvious. Of particular interest is the beh
ior within the overlayer region ahead of the ion end-of-ran
(;1.3mm). The aligned yield from this region does n
change over the range of dose shown but remains at a
level, indicating that damage growth saturates at a low c
centration within this region during irradiation. This co
trasts with the behavior near the end-of-range where dam
is shown to increase monotonically with dose. A more d
tailed description of the damage behavior at RT can be fo

FIG. 28. Aligned spectra from Si~100! implanted with 1.25 MeV self-ions a
various doses. Spectra were acquired with standard RBS techniques us
incident beam of He ions aligned along the~100! crystal direction. Random
and aligned spectra from virgin~nonimplanted! Si are shown for reference
~after Ref. 108!.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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in Refs. 108 and 109. This dichotomy in the behavior
damage growth is very similar to that previously describ
for much higher temperatures and suggests, at the least,
there are some common mechanisms that span the rang
temperature.

C. Impurity gettering

For successful fabrication of device structures, the ne
surface region after processing must be free of oxyg
oxygen-related defects, as-grown crystal surface imper
tions, and transition metal impurities. If such a defect-fr
zone is not properly incorporated into the design and form
oxygen precipitates and crystallographic defects may be
cated in the device is active region and result in device d
radation. Transition metal impurities are known to cause d
rimental effects when present in the active regions of
devices,110–112 thereby degrading minority carrier lifetime
providing recombination-generation centers, increasing ju
tion leakage current, and reducing gate oxide integrity.
potentially important use of high energy implantation is f
the controlled introduction of dopants, impurities, and da
age for the implementation and study of gettering.

In current technology, two gettering schemes are us
intrinsic gettering and gettering by epitaxial layers. Intrins
gettering involves the processing of the Si wafer in suc
way as to make available internal gettering sites~such as heat
treating to form oxide precipitates!. It has been optimized
through widespread use and is presently a standard man
turing process. This scheme involves temperature cyc
Czochralski~CZ! Si to create oxide precipitates in the bu
of the wafer along with a defect free, low impurity denud
zone near the surface for the device active area. Intrin
gettering works by providing nucleation sites at strained
ternal interfaces around the internal oxide precipitates wh
cause the precipitation of the metal impurities~typically as
metal silicides!. Often, this approach incorporates existin
high temperature processing steps to optimize the forma
of the denuded zone and the bulk oxide precipitates. T
other widely used gettering scheme is that of epitaxial waf
~e.g.,p on p1 substrates!. These wafers were originally use
for latch-up suppression but were demonstrated to have
gettering efficiencies. This high gettering efficiency is b
lieved to occur through the action of both the B and O in t
highly doped substrate.

For future device generations, integrated circuit proce
ing will necessitate much lower thermal budgets to achie
the required reductions in feature sizes. At the same time
acceptable level of metal impurities will steadily decrea
~see Table I!,12 so that for some next generation circuits m
tallic impurity limits are expected to be approachin
109 atoms cm22. These combined trends raise special co
cerns for intrinsic gettering. Not only will the formation o
the precipitated oxide and denuded zone be difficult
achieve with the lower thermal budgets, but the solid so
bility of transition metals may make gettering by silicid
formation inadequate to reach the needed concentration
els. As a result, extrinsic gettering techniques are curre
being explored as alternatives for cleaning up the ne
surface region. In extrinsic schemes, the gettering sites

an
6533Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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externally introduced, e.g., by introducing damage or ph
phorous diffusion on the backside of the wafer or by fro
tside patterned or buried implantation treatments wh
would be more effective at lower thermal budgets. Figure
shows a cross-sectional schematic of a denuded zone w
with various implant gettering schemes.

Ion implantation damage was shown to getter metal
purities more than two decades ago.113,114Although various
groups have explored implantation as an extrinsic gette
technique,113–119 such studies have not been exhaustive.
light of current processing trends, several inherent adv
tages of ion implantation have led to interest in re-examin
this approach. Ion implantation is a standard process too
doping and is inherently compatible with frontside~proxim-
ity! methods for introducing gettering sites. Further, the
vent of high energy implantation provides the possibility
introducing damage or impurity species into the Si below
active device region~see Fig. 29!. It can also readily be use
in conjunction with lateral patterning for the selective intr
duction of gettering regions. In the following section, w
discuss three new gettering approaches based on ion im
tation: ~1! the deeper introduction of extended defects~such
as dislocation loops!,115,116 ~2! the introduction of three-
dimensional cavity defects with new getterin
characteristics,120and~3! the introduction of impurities~such
as carbon! with stronger gettering behavior.117

1. Implantation damage

The gettering of metal impurities at ion implantatio
produced damage in Si was first demonstrated in the e
1970s.113,114Impurities such as Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, and Au we
shown to be gettered by a variety of implanted species. M
recently, channeled and high energy Si self-implantation
been examined in more detail for its gettering properti
End-of-range dislocation loops and other defects provide
tering sites, e.g., regrown buried amorphous layers form
by Si implantation leave a layer of defects where the t
internal crystalline–amorphous interfaces meet upon so
phase epitaxial regrowth.115 These defects have been demo

FIG. 29. A cross-sectional model of a Si wafer with high energy impla
for low temperature gettering. End of range damage, impurity getter
intrinsic oxide precipitation, and extrinsic backside gettering act to crea
denuded zone 5mm deep that is depleted of oxygen. The implanted get
ing layer is below all of the well implants.
6534 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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strated to effectively getter Cu from the Si surface reg
with the process being most efficient at 600 °C. Other stud
have focused on proximity gettering of Fe and have dem
strated through reduced junction leakage currents the ele
cal benefits of high energy Si self-implantation for getteri
heavy metals.116 In general it is found to be more difficult to
getter Fe than Cu impurities. Also, use of boron implan
tion, as is standardly employed for high energy well im
plants, is not found to provide for effective intrinsic dama
gettering, presumably due to the lesser defect introduction118

An inherent advantage of purely intrinsic damage getter
due to Si implantation is the lack of the introduction of a
other impurity or dopant species. However, the getter
mechanism is not fully understood and it is not yet appar
that sufficiently effective gettering can be achieved in t
manner for future generation circuits.

2. Implantation-formed nanocavities

A recently developed approach to gettering is the form
tion of a layer of microscopic cavities within the Si~Ref.
120! by high fluence He implantation. Upon annealing
700 °C or higher, the He outgases from the Si, leaving
hind microscopic cavities~see Fig. 30!. These cavities are
highly stable and persist to processing temperatures as
as 1200 °C. The internal free Si surfaces of these cavities
found to provide strong traps for transition metal impuriti
and offer the possibility of a new gettering mechanism
chemisorption onto the internal cavity surface. Since it
based on a trapping mechanism, rather than second p
formation, this approach offers the possibility of getteri
impurities to much lower concentrations than the metal s
cide precipitation used in intrinsic gettering. Gettering
helium implantation induced nanocavities has been sho
for Cu, Ni, Co, Fe, and Au, and this process has now b
demonstrated by a number of groups.119–125

The formation of gas bubbles due to inert gas implan
tion has been known for some time,126 but the role of these
open volume defects in gettering in Si was only recen
identified.120 From TEM observations the ripening of th
cavities upon annealing was inferred to be due to inter
migration and agglomeration of the cavities rather than
dissolution of vacancies. Extensive studies of cavity prop

s
,
a
-

FIG. 30. Cross-sectional TEM micrograph of nanocavities formed by
implantation into Si, 30 keV, 131017 cm22. The sample was annealed for
h at 900 °C~from Ref. 120!.
Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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ties have been carried out, including the effects of inter
faceting and of their electrical and hydrogen trapping pr
erties.

The trapping of Cu at nanocavities has been studied
detail and had led to a quantitative understanding of
gettering process. In Fig. 31 an example is shown of s
studies,119where the Cu was introduced by implantation in
the backside of a Si wafer and He implantation used to fo
nanocavities in the frontside of the wafer. Heat treatm
results in Cu silicide formation and subsequent heating le
to the transport of Cu across the wafer and trapping wit
the nanocavities. The results of trapping versus time h
been quantitatively modeled using the diffusivity and so
bility of Cu in Si and the heat of solution of 1.7 eV for C
relative to Cu3Si. The saturation level of Cu within the nano
cavities is found to agree well with the expected number
bonding sites available at the cavity surface as determine
TEM measured cavity surface area and assuming seve
bonds per nm2 available on$111% and on 132 reconstructed
$100% Si surfaces.122 These results provide strong support f
the assumption of chemisorption bonding of Cu on the ca
walls. Numerous experiments for various temperatures
layer combinations have been used to confirm t
interpretation.121

The process of chemisorption of the metal impurit
onto the internal cavity surface has important consequen

FIG. 31. ~a! Schematic showing implantation of Cu into the backside of
wafer and He implantation into the frontside to form nanocavities.~b! Dif-
fusion of the Cu from the implanted silicide to the cavities enables dete
nation of the relative energies for silicide formation and trapping at inte
cavity surfaces.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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in terms of the gettering process. Trapping due to chemiso
tion offers a thermodynamic advantage over precipitation
that trapping will persist to arbitrarily low concentration
maintaining a constant ratio between the amount of impu
remaining in the solution and the fractional occupation of
trapped sites. Based on this mechanism an example is sh
in Fig. 32 that demonstrates the predicted enhancemen
many orders of magnitude for the gettering of Cu by t
nanocavity mechanism compared to conventional silic
precipitation gettering at low temperatures.121

Studies have been performed for Cu, Ni, Co, Fe, and
for nanocavity trapping.119,121,122Gold is found to be trapped
up to approximately one monolayer of internal cavity su
face, similar to Cu. However, Ni, Co, and Fe are found
trap to lower levels due to stronger binding in the silici
phase relative to the chemisorption binding energy~see
Table II!. Even under these conditions however, there is s
a sizable binding energy (;1.5 eV) for the nanocavities an

i-
l

FIG. 32. Relation between Cu concentration after gettering and before
tering. Gettering of Cu by nanocavities is predicted to be many order
magnitude greater than conventional silicide precipitation at low temp
tures.

TABLE II. Summary of nanocavity gettering measurements for various
purity metals at 700 °C in Si. The results given are the impurity binding f
energies,DG5DH2TDSvib , for cavity surface chemisorption expresse
relative to solution in the Si lattice~data from Refs. 12, 122, 127, 128!.

Metal
impurity Nanocavity Silicide

~eV! ~eV!
Cu 2.2 1.4
Au 2.6 2.3
Co 1.6 2.2
Fe 1.5 2.3
6535Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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tion
FIG. 33. High energy B implantation effectively getters Fe at depth of 4mm. ~a! DLTS measurements from front- and backsides of the wafer as a func
of B dose.~b! SIMS depth profile of Fe gettered by implanted B~from Ref. 130!.
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thus substantial fractions of metal impurities such as Fe
be gettered relative to levels that would be expected to
present for Si wafers under processing conditions. These
sults suggest that this new gettering mechanism may pro
more effective trapping than that available by conventio
approaches, and may, as well, extend down to much lo
concentration levels than previously available. The res
also illustrate the possibilities of developing more quant
tive descriptions of gettering processes whether using
plantation or other approaches.

Several other relevant features have been establishe
nanocavities and they would be important consideration
an actual processing application. First, the entities also s
as nucleation sites for silicides at higher levels of impuriti
In addition, these internal surfaces strongly bind hydrog
and in fact the surface Si–hydrogen bond energy~2.6 eV!
has been established through cavity experiments.121 This
strength is sufficiently large to displace the bonding of Cu
cavity walls in the presence of hydrogen, and the proces
reversible~i.e., if the H is removed, the Cu can be retrapp
at a nanocavity surface!. It also has been shown that for C
Si wafers, with their higher O content, some O can
trapped by the cavities, although a substantial numbe
sites remained available for metal impurity trapping.122 Fi-
nally, it should be noted that the electrical properties of c
ity surfaces in Si have been investigated and their deep le
established~they can charge either positively or negative
by trapping electrons or holes depending on the Fermi le
position!.121 Thus, electric fields within several Deby
screening distances of nanocavities may be present dep
ing on the particular conditions experienced and they nee
be taken into account in the case of short distance proxim
gettering.

3. Implanted impurities

Another alternative gettering technique is MeV impla
tation of various impurity atoms such as oxygen and car
at high doses of 1–531015 cm22.117 A cross-sectional
model of a silicon wafer with high energy implants and lo
6536 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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temperature gettering is shown schematically in Fig. 29
denuded zone 5mm deep depleted of oxygen is shown wi
bulk intrinsic gettering and backside extrinsic gettering. T
MeV implanted gettering layer is below all of the high e
ergy well implants and end-of-range damage and 1/2RP

point defects are also indicated. This buried gettering la
can also be produced with phosphorus and boron where r
interstitial oxygen (O1) diffusion and pileup at residual im
plant damage have been observed to create a denuded
1–4 mm deep.129 A recent study has used high energy
implantation into Si wafers contaminated with known leve
of Fe to quantitatively elucidate the gettering mechanism130

The depth profile of Fe throughout the wafer was measu
using both deep level transient spectroscopy~DLTS! and
SIMS in the high concentration region of the B implan
Figure 33~a! shows DLTS signals from the front- and bac
sides of the wafer as a function of B dose. The B implan
a depth of 4mm very efficiently removed the Fe in the nea
surface region~the DLTS probes the first 2mm of the Si! but
did not influence the Fe concentration in the bulk of t
wafer. Figure 33~b! shows the Fe which is gettered at th
implanted B. This study unravels the kinetics and thermo
namics of the Fe–B gettering process. The gettering ac
occurs during cooling through the Fermi-level-enhanc
pairing reaction between Fe and B which is operative at te
peratures lower than 500 °C.

Carbon implantation into Si was recently reported to
an effective impurity species for Au, Fe, and C
gettering.117,125,131In one study surprisingly low fluences o
1012 C cm22 were reported to be effective for Fe gettering
measured by p-n junction leakage currents for high ene
~1.3 MeV! carbon implants,131 but this remains to be con
firmed. It was also shown that the C implantation is mu
more effective than oxygen and that, given sufficient
doses to form nanocavities, these latter traps are significa
more effective than the C or O for gettering.125 The C was
inferred as not to be simply enhancing the nucleation of
ide precipitates for its effect. Carbon is also known to hav
number of interesting effects on implantation damage,
Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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cluding promoting the reduction of end-of-range defects. T
influence of carbon on gettering is thus of considerable
terest, although the microscopic nature of the gettering p
cess is not understood at this time. The major potential
vantage of impurity gettering by species like C is the abil
to achieve gettering at lower fluences than may be requ
for nanocavities. However, the carbon induced gettering c
ters must have sufficient stability if they are to be used
semiconductor processing. This knowledge, as well a
quantitative understanding of the process~e.g., binding ener-
gies and kinetics! still remains to be determined for the po
tential of this approach to be established.

IV. ION BEAM ANALYSIS: SECONDARY ION MASS
SPECTROMETRY AND RUTHERFORD
BACKSCATTERING SPECTROMETRY

Progress of ion beam processing techniques, such as
plantation, has been closely linked over the years with
development of ion beam analytical techniques, such as
therford backscattering spectroscopy~RBS! and SIMS.
Progress in both areas is linked by the common need
precise control and reproducibility of beam parameters
quantitative understanding of the physical mechanisms
ion–solid interactions. The early demands to measure do
depth profiles in Si played a considerable role in the dev
opment of SIMS and RBS. SIMS analysis can now routin
characterize one-dimensional depth profiles in the ne
surface region~2–100 nm!, while backscattering spectrom
etry analysis at high energy (.3 MeV) or medium energy
(;100 keV) allows detection of high mass elements a
surface contaminants.

The need for characterization of shallow-junction dop
profiles in integrated circuit technology is, however, on
again creating severe challenges for these analytical t
niques. Neither of the two classical techniques has been
plied successfully to determine two-dimensional profi
typified by the lateral spreading of dopants under the g
regions of field effect transistors. In this section, we revi
the current status of these ion-based analytical techniq
with emphasis on their potential for meeting the need
two-dimensional analysis. Benefits and limitations of alt
native approaches, such as TEM staining and scanning p
microscopies, are also considered. Novel ion beam te
niques are also extending ion beam analysis beyond d
profiling. Heavy ion backscattering is increasing the sensi
ity for determining surface contamination, and nuclear m
crobeam techniques are being used to probe cha
collection efficiency in fine integrated circuit featu
structures.

A. High depth resolution sputter profiling by SIMS

Secondary ion mass spectrometry is the only analyt
technique available today that can be used to determ
dopant-specific, in-depth profiles of atoms which are io
implanted into materials at concentrations used for dop
semiconductors. Electrical measurements such as sprea
resistance can provide depth profiles, but only of carrier c
centration, which does not distinguish between elements
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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given charge type. In addition, these techniques mea
electrically active species which makes it necessary to h
treat an ion implanted sample to activate the dopants prio
measurement. This treatment may move the implanted at
from their initial depth locations which may defeat the pu
pose of an experiment to determine the in-depth profile
atoms as they are initially implanted into a material.

Secondary ion mass spectrometry has none of th
drawbacks. Profiles can be obtained on unannealed or
nealed specimens with equal ease and accuracy of the
result. This makes SIMS particularly attractive for calibra
ing process simulators of as-implanted distributions or
checking diffusion modeling using such programs asSUPREM

III . Since the technique is dopant specific, modeling of dif
sion of double implants ofn-type dopants, such as As and
can also be verified.

1. One-dimensional depth profiling

Implicit in the use of SIMS to calibrate process simul
tors is the ability to determine accurate in-depth distributio
for dopants introduced into the very near-surface region
Si~2–100 nm!. We will now discuss the recent advances
SIMS that have enabled the technique to measure do
profiles in this regime. The need for near-surface profile
termination is being driven by the ever-shrinking dimensio
of Si devices which necessitates the use for ever-shallo
junctions. This can be seen dramatically in Fig. 34 wh
compares an emitter-base junction from the early 198
@Fig. 34~a!#, with a similar junction@Fig. 34~b!# from what
we estimate devices will be like in the very near future. T
emitter-base junction, which was at a depth of 1.65mm 15
years ago, has moved up toward the surface so that now
only a few hundred angstroms beneath it. In order to meas
these shallow profiles correctly, the ‘‘surface transient’’ r
gion of a SIMS analysis must be kept to a minimum.
addition, the very sharply falling emitter profile presents sp
cial difficulties for a SIMS analysis due to profile broadeni
by atomic mixing.

Atomic mixing results from the energetic interaction
the primary ion beam with the sample lattice atoms~Fig. 35!.
For SIMS, the most important type of atomic mixing is ‘‘ca
cade mixing’’ which results from a primary ion striking
sample atom, displacing it from its lattice position so tha
strikes adjacent atoms~which in turn may be displaced an
strike other atoms! until the energy imparted in the collision
falls below the threshold for displacements. The net effec
this process is a general homogenization of all atoms wit
the depth affected by the collision cascade. Dopant ato
originally present at a given depth in the sample will
distributed throughout this ‘‘mixing depth’’ as sputterin
proceeds so that the profile of the dopant will indicate
deeper distribution than is actually the case. It is thus
paramount importance that the depth of penetration of
primary ion into the sample be kept to an absolute minim
for high depth resolution profiling of shallow dopants
semiconductors. Referring to Fig. 35, it is obvious that t
primary ion penetration depth is directly related to the me
projected range of the primary ion. This ion range can
reduced by the use of low ion energy and high ion ma
6537Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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However, for a given primary ion mean projected range, th
primary ion penetration depth can be reduced if high angle
of incidence are used~measured with respect to the sample
surface normal!.

The effects of primary ion energy and angle of incidence
are shown in Fig. 36 for the analysis of a 30 keV As implan

FIG. 34. ~a! Diffused junction from the early 1980s.~b! Experimental dif-
fused junction for technologies of the near future.
6538 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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into single-crystal Si. This implant is expected to be used
the near future in fabrication of MOS field-effect transisto
~MOSFETs!. The broadening of the As profile is clearly vis
ible when analyzed using high primary ion energies a
lower angles of incidence. The SIMS analysis paramet
indicated in Fig. 36 are not uncommon when profilin

FIG. 35. Schematic of ion–solid interactions in SIMS.

FIG. 36. SIMS depth profiles of 30 keV As implant into Si analyzed wi
~1! a magnetic sector SIMS instrument using 14.5 keV Cs primary
bombardment at 25° incidence, and~2! with a quadrupole SIMS instrumen
using 3 keV Cs primary ion bombardment at 60° incidence~from Ref. 132!.
Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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n-type dopants with current generation magnetic sec
SIMS instruments and monitoring negatively charged s
ondary ions in order to obtain useable detection limits for
As, and Sb.

FIG. 37. ~a! SIMS depth profile of 5 keV As implant into Si Cs bombard
ment, 2 keV, 60° incidence, and negative secondary ion detection~from Ref.
133!. ~b! SIMS depth profile of 4.5 keV B implanted into Si as 20 ke
BF2. The analysis conditions are the same as in~a!.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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A profile of an even more challenging sample is sho
in Fig. 37~a!. This example shows a SIMS profile of an im
plant of 5 keV arsenic in Si.133 The analysis was made usin
a cesium primary ion beam of 2 keV energy impacting t
sample at an angle of 60° with respect to the surface norm
Negative secondary ions were detected. The Si profile in
37 shows that the traditional ‘‘pre-equilibrium’’ region of th
profile is only 20 Å thick. This is a direct result of the sha
low depth to which the Cs primary ions are implanted us
these bombardment conditions. This narrow pre-equilibri
region allows us to accurately measure the As profile e
though the peak of the distribution is less than 70 Å bene
the sample surface. Figure 37~b! shows a boron depth profile
taken from a Si sample implanted with BF2 at an energy of
20 keV. This is equivalent to a B energy of only 4.5 keV.
The profile was taken using the exact same instrument c
ditions to those used in the arsenic analysis shown in F
37~a!. Again, good definition of the B in-depth distribution
seen even though the peak concentration lies less than 2
beneath the sample surface.

The profiles in both parts of Fig. 37 show that bothp-
and n-type dopants can be analyzed in Si using the ex
same high sensitivity, high depth resolution conditions. T
leads naturally to the direct SIMS measurement of an ac
ultrashallowp-n junction in Si.133Such an analysis is show
in Fig. 38. The sample was an early attempt to form

FIG. 38. SIMS depth profiles of an experimental, ultrashallow~27 nm!
p-n junction made for poly-Si emitter bipolar transistors. Both B and
were measured in the same analysis by negative secondary ion dete
using 3 keV Cs bombardment at 60° incidence. The peak in the oxy
profile ~acquired along with B and As! marks the poly-Si substrate interfac
~from Ref. 133!.
6539Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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emitter-base junction of a poly-Si emitterNPN bipolar tran-
sistor by diffusing both B and As out of polycrystalline S
deposited on a single-crystal Si substrate. In a single m
surement, both B and As were measured to define the ju
tion, and oxygen was monitored to mark the position of
poly-Si/substrate interface. The analysis was made usin
keV Cs primary ion bombardment at an impact angle of 6
with negative ion detection. Figure 38 expands the pro
around the region of the junction. One can clearly meas
the shallow diffusion of both dopants out of the poly-Si in
the single-crystal Si substrate. The difference in diffus
coefficients between B and As causes a junction to form
depth only 27 nm beneath the original surface of the Si s
strate. The electric field effect of the interaction of the tw
dopants causes a ‘‘dip’’ in the boron profile which shows t
location of the junction. The high depth resolution is co
firmed by the fact that the As profile crosses the B pro
exactly at the dip.

Figure 39 shows another example of our ability to me
sure ultrashallow junctions for materials that may be used
future technologies. The sample is single-crystal Si that w
doped with boron using the gas immersion laser dop
~GILD!. This doping technique forms an exceedingly sha
interface between the doped and undoped regions of
sample.135 If the boron profile shown in Fig. 39 was forme
in a background ofn-type doping at the three concentratio
indicated, the junctions formed would be at depths of 15,
and 31 nm below the interface. The examples shown in F

FIG. 39. SIMS depth profile of B in GILD sample. If B were diffused in
background doping at the three levels indicted, the junctions would form
22, and 31 nm beneath the interface between the doped and undoped
of this sample~from Ref. 134!.
6540 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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38 and 39 demonstrate the ability of SIMS as practicedtoday
to measure ultrashallow junctions in Si which the
SEMATECH and Semiconductor Industry Association~SIA!
roadmaps for semiconductors predict will be needed as tec
nologies shrink dimensions to less than 0.1mm.

2. Two-dimensional depth profiling

The effective gate length of future devices may be les
than 0.15mm and it will be imperative to be able to measure
the spreading of dopants under the gate with spatial resol
tion of approximately 0.01–0.02mm. Direct cross-sectional
SIMS measurements of dopants at the 531016 cm23 level @1
part per million~ppm!# within these small areas will never be
possible if one simply examines the number of atoms avai
able. To obtain statistically useful signals, SIMS analysi
requires 100 counts in the spectrum. To produce 100 coun
there must be 104 dopant atoms in the analyzed volume as
suming an ionization efficiency and instrument transmissio
combination of a factor of 1022 ~i.e., for 100 atoms, only one
is detected!.136 In a volume 0.02mm on a side, there are only
23104 Si atoms. For dopants at the 531016 cm23 level
there only 0.02 dopant atoms available for analysis. Sever
very specialized sample preparation techniques have be
tried137 in an attempt to assess the degree of lateral spreadi
of dopants under mask edges. However, the emphasis in th
area is clearly moving toward indirect methods of dopan
distribution determination.

Indirect methods of measuringx–y dopant distributions
~2D profiling! under mask edges and MOS gates are drive
by the high spatial resolution requirements of this analysis
The general methodologies being tried are electron micro
copy based and scanning probe microscopy based. A tran
mission electron microscopy based approach138 involves the

5,
ers

FIG. 40. SIMS depth profile correlations with thickness fringes introduced
into gate regions of TEM samples by chemical etching for arsenic implante
at 0° at~a! 35 and~b! 120 keV ~from Ref. 138!.
Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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use of a selective chemical etch, the etch rate of which
dependent on dopant concentration. This produces a cr
sectional sample with a varying thickness which gives rise
contrast in the image. This contrast can be related su
quently to dopant concentration by calibrating the ima
contrast with dopant concentration in an unpatterned are
the sample using secondary ion mass spectrometry. An
ample of this method of 2D dopant determination is sho
in Fig. 40. The example shows the TEM cross-sectional
ages and SIMS calibration depth profiles for two arsenic
plants~35 and 120 keV! made into a CMOS structure in th
gate region. The TEM image with selective etch clea
shows the spreading of the implanted species under the m
edge due to annealing. This imaging technique also sh
that if the implant is angled towards the gate, the dop
under it is increased~Fig. 41! and if the implant is angled
away from the gate, the doping under is reduced~Fig. 42!.
Although impressive in their spatial resolution of dopant d
tribution, Figs. 40, 41, and 42 demonstrate the weaknes
the selective-etch/TEM approach, i.e., its lack of contras
doping concentrations of less than 1019 atoms cm23. Another
electron microscopy based approach uses scanning ele
microscopy139 in which the variation of secondary electro
yield with dopant concentration is used to give a dopa
dependent image of the area of interest, again prepare
cross section.

FIG. 41. ~a! TEM micrograph of the incident side of the gate region of
sample implanted with 35 keV arsenic incident at an angle of 20° as i
cated by arrow.~b! An associated simulated structure~from Ref. 138!.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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Among the scanned probe microscopy based approa
being tried are~1! selective etch and atomic force micro
scope~AFM! measurement of surface relief,140 and ~2! the
use of a scanning capacitance microscope~SCM! to provide
dopant-dependent image information.141 These techniques
also require calibration of the measured signal using SI
on an unpatterned region of the sample being measure
2D. An example of the selective etch/AFM approach to 2
profiling is shown in Figs. 43 and 44 which show the top
graphic height produced in the sample by the dopa
dependent selective etch, the corresponding SIMS-meas
dopant concentration~measured in an unpatterned area!, and
the reconstructed cross-sectional view of the dopant distr
tion near the gate edge of a MOS device. This techniq
shows somewhat greater sensitivity to low dopant concen
tions than does the TEM approach, but it also poorer spa
resolution. An example of the SCM approach is shown
Fig. 45. The data were taken not on an actual MOS g
structure but, rather, on a test structure to show the ability
the technique to obtain dopant-dependent information o
submicrometer scale. Note the sensitivity to very low dop
concentrations, but also the apparent lack of sensitivity
differences in high dopant concentrations.

B. High energy ion beam analysis techniques

The standard ion beam analysis method for character
tion of ion-implanted or thin-film layers, such as silicides,

i-
FIG. 42. ~a! TEM micrograph of the shadowed side of the gate region o
sample implanted with 35 keV arsenic incident at an angle of 20° as i
cated by arrow.~b! An associated simulated structure~from Ref. 138!.
6541Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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backscattering spectrometry.142 This technique provides
rapid ~15 min!, quantitative analysis of film thickness an
depth profiles of major constituents. In the 1–3 MeV io
energy range, cross sections and energy loss are well kn
so that simulation programs143 can be used to characteriz
the samples. An example of a Rutherford backscatter

FIG. 43. AFM image of a calibrator sample after dopant selective etch,
vertical topographic line profiles through AA8. ~a! Profile of calibrator after
pre-etch step.~b! Profile of the calibrator after dopant selective etch.~c!
Profile revealing the source/drain oxide of the calibrator after dopant se
tive etch. ~d! Spreading resistance probe profile of the calibrator sam
~from Ref. 140!.

FIG. 44. Two-dimensional dopant profile of the calibrator sample. This m
was created using a single AFM image and the calibration curve~a! from
Fig. 43. Lines of constant concentration are delineated in intervals
100.25 ~from Ref. 140!.
6542 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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FIG. 45. Two-dimensional SCM micrograph of NIST test structure from
1.3mm31.3mm area around an ion implant edge, displayed with an al
nating black/white color scale. The dark areas represent equi-Cref lines and
are labeled with the respective chemical dopant concentrations from a
related SIMS depth profile from an unpatterned region of the same sam
~from Ref. 141!.

FIG. 46. RBS spectrum from a magneto-optical rare-earth transition m
~RETM! multilayer thin film deposited on~001! Si.
Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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analysis of a multilayer thin-film structure on Si is shown
Fig. 46. Film thicknesses or nonuniformities can be e
mated quickly by the practitioner. The backscattering te
nique with 1–3 MeV He ions is in use in several hundr
laboratories worldwide due to the availability of MV acce
erators. The technique is well established as an analy
tool in materials science studies with descriptions
undergraduate/graduate textbooks.144,145

Recent developments that improve the capabilities of
beam techniques will now be described. The developme
range from use of high energies (E.3 MeV), medium en-
ergies ~100–300 keV!, time-of-flight ~TOF! detection sys-
tems, and microbeams, all designed for specific applicatio

1. High energy (E >3 MeV) analysis with He ions

At energies above 3 MeV, resonances146 appear in the
He scattering cross section as shown for oxygen and ca
in Fig. 47. These resonances lead to enhanced backscatt
yields. These resonances are now used routinely at ene
between 3 and 5 MeV to obtain depth profiles of O and C
a variety of samples such as highTc superconductors

147 and
SiGeC layers on Si.148 This extension of backscattering t
higher energies is now accommodated in simulation p
grams.

FIG. 47. Measured laboratory elastic scattering cross sections for He o~a!
oxygen and~b! carbon for He energies.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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High energy tandem accelerators with terminal voltag
greater than 4.0 MeV, are available and provide a sourc
high energy heavy ions. These ions, such as 20 MeV S51,
are used in the elastic recoil detection~ERD! mode of for-
ward scattering for depth profiling of light mass ions in m
dium mass substrates such as Si.149 The scattering cross sec
tions are Rutherford and energy loss values are known146 so
that reliable concentration profiles can be found. An exam
of the analysis of carbon in a chemical vapor deposited la
of SiGeC on Si is shown in Fig. 48.

By using even heavier ion beams, such as 130 M
127I or 200 MeV197Au, ERD becomes essentially a univers
analytical technique, capable of analyzing simultaneously
elements from H up to mass 100 or even higher, with alm
constant detection sensitivity.151,152

2. Medium energy (50 –500 keV) for high sensitivity
analysis

The ability to measure very small levels of impurities o
surfaces is increasingly important in many areas of techn
ogy, particularly in microelectronics, where integrate
circuit device sizes become ever smaller and as few
1010 cm22 heavy-metal impurities can create problems.
achieve this sensitivity, lower energies and heavy ion ba
scattering spectrometry~HIBS! are used.153 The backscatter-
ing yield is proportional to the square of the atomic numb
of the analyzing beam and inversely proportional to t
square of its energy, so an enhanced yield can be obtaine
using a higher Z ion beam at lower energy. Although th
yield enhancement is well known, it is not widely exploite
because in most situations pileup in surface barrier detec
~SBDs! due to yield from the lower mass substrate ov
whelms the signal from ions scattered by trace surface
purities.

The TOF spectrometer is used for high sensitivity det
tion of impurities on solid surfaces with medium ener
ions.154,155The spectrometer~shown in Fig. 49! measures the
interval between the detection of secondary electrons em

FIG. 48. Carbon ERD depth profile for a SiGeC sample with 7.5 at. %
~from Ref. 150!.
6543Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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as a particle emerges from a thin carbon foil placed in
path and the subsequent impact of the particle on a mic
channel plate. The spectrometer does not have to be scan
and is sensitive to all charge states of the particle;
throughput can be considerably larger than that of devic
such as electrostatic analyzers. Time-of-flight detection s
tems for medium energy, heavy ion scattering are being
veloped for hydrogen detection~forward recoils!154 and for
surface contaminant control~backscattering HIBS!.155

The most sensitive of existing general-purpose tools,
tal reflection x-ray fluorescence~TXRF!, can detect;1
31010 atoms cm22 levels of some elements such as Fe a
Cu, but for many others it is limited to 1
31012 atoms cm22 or worse. Although a sensitivity of
108 atoms cm22 is routinely claimed for TXRF, this was
achieved only via preconcentration through a techniq
called vapor phase decomposition, wherein an acidic mis
applied to the wafer surface and then concentrated to a sm
spot. Obviously, this technique has many uncertainti
HIBS provides a new ion beam analysis capability with th

FIG. 49. Time-of-flight detection system~from Ref. 154!.

FIG. 50. Detection limits for contaminants on Si. The solid line is th
demonstrated sensitivity for the research HIBS prototype, while the das
line is the anticipated sensitivity for the SEMATECH system, with thre
parallel detectors and a larger beam spot. Approximate sensitivities
TXRF are also plotted for comparison. VPD refers to vapor-phase deco
position ~from Ref. 155!.
6544 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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potential for providing the required sensitivity without pr
concentration for all elements above Ar. With preconcent
tion the sensitivity would be approximately two orders
magnitude higher. Estimates of the detection limits for co
tamination are shown in Fig. 50.155 Sputtering of the sample
surface by the analysis beam is the ultimate limit to the s
tistics that can be obtained, and hence the sensitivity.
rate of sputtering depends on the state of the impurity: p
ticles sputter differently from a thin uniform layer than fro
a widely dispersed, low concentration layer so it is difficu
to predict the limit in advance. These experiments155 suggest
that the rate for a submonolayer impurity is lower than p
dicted by a simple sputtering model using bulk sputter
rates.

3. Microbeams

The micrometer-size ion beam has arrived, with its o
conferences, the International Conference on Nuclear Mic
probe Technology and Applications~Shanghai, 1994; Albu-
querque, NM, 1996!, and with 50 nuclear microprobe
worldwide and a growth of about 2 per year. Most labs u
their microprobes for analytical applications and all of t
ion beam analysis techniques have now been applied
nuclear microprobe analysis.156,157Some ion beam analysi
techniques have actually been initially used on the mic
probes, including transmission ion microscopy, elastic sc
tering analysis, and ion beam induced luminescence.

The figure of merit for microbeams is to get 100 pA in
a 1-mm-diameter spot. By simply aperturing the beam befo
it enters the lens, virtually all of the lens aberrations can
eliminated, at a severe cost in beam current, and beam
0.1 mm have been obtained in several labs. Most lens
quadrupole systems have been installed on 2–3 MV ac
erators. The size of the microbeam and, consequently,
beam current determine which types of analytical techniq
can be performed. To perform routine analytical techniqu
such as RBS requires 1–100 pA, which limits the minimu
beam size to 1mm. An example of the use of a 1.5 MeV
helium ion microprobe (4mm34mm) with Rutherford back-
scattering to study the lateral growth of cobalt silicide on
is shown in Fig. 51. In self-aligned silicide~salicide! struc-
tures@Fig. 51~a!#, the extent of lateral silicide growth~sev-
eralmm! is a critical issue. Using the microprobe, lateral a
cross-sectional cobalt distributions in cobalt silicide patte
could be directly observed. Comparison between arse
implanted and unimplanted patterns@Fig. 51~b!# revealed
that ion beam mixing by arsenic implantation suppressed
lateral growth of cobalt silicide during rapid thermal anne
ing at 1000 °C for 1 s.158

Larger microbeams@on the order of 20–40mm of dou-
bly charged helium at 1.5 MeV~Ref. 157!# have higher beam
currents of 3–10 nA. Although at this resolution it is impo
sible to directly image device features, this type of system
being used for analysis of aluminum alloy films in wirin
metallization and wire bond pads, and in measuring silic
stoichiometry in test structures and large area features u
in packaging applications.

In addition to these routine analytical techniques, n
techniques that require only fA of current have been inven
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and they are ideal for application with the 0.1mm beams
~which have small currents!. These are the single ion effec
techniques. The applications involve examination and mo
fication of integrated circuits~ICs!, single biological cells,
exposing photoresists, and making tracks~i.e., Coulomb ex-

FIG. 51. ~a! Self-aligned silicide~salicide! process.~b! RBS mapping im-
ages of Co in cobalt patterns after rapid thermal annealing:~a! unimplanted
and ~b! As1 implanted~from Ref. 158!.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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plosions! in materials. For ICs two techniques were invente
single event upset~SEU! imaging and ion beam induce
charge collection~IBICC!.159,160

SEU imaging is a diagnostic technique which direc
images, withmm resolution, those regions within an inte
grated circuit that are susceptible to ion-induced malfu
tions. Such malfunctions are an increasing threat to spa
based systems which make use of current-generation
designs. A complementary technique to SEU imaging
volves measurement of the charge collection volumes wit
integrated circuits; IBICC has been used to generatemm
resolution maps of the charge collection response of in
grated circuits. Combining the SEU imaging and IBIC
techniques provides a better understanding of single e
upset phenomena. High resolution IBICC images are use
extract more information from charge collection spectra th
that obtained from conventional broad-area ion exposu
such as from radioactive sources. As reductions in circ
feature size continue in the submicrometer regime, IBIC
could prove to be a technologically valuable replacement
electron beam induced current~EBIC!.159,160

C. Characterization status and future directions

Great advances in high depth resolution in dopant p
filing using secondary ion mass spectrometry have ta
place in the last fifteen years. Junction depths of less than
nm can be measured today. The current state of the a
one-dimensional dopant distribution measurement is su
ciently advanced to carry us well into the next century
semiconductor processing advances.

What cannot be measured directly today using SIMS
the spatial, two-dimensional distribution of dopants with
nm spatial resolution. This type of data is needed to calibr
process simulators in order to model the lateral spreadin
dopants under mask edges in the critical gate region of M
transistors as gate lengths shrink. It appears that indirect
aging methods will be used to obtain this information, w
various methods now being tried for obtaining dopa
concentration-dependent contrast in those images.

Ion beam analysis techniques have been used in conj
tion with ion implantation for the past thirty years. Som
techniques such as Rutherford backscattering spectrom
with 2 MeV 4He ions and mm beam area are well establish
as routine analytical tools. Improvements are going beyo
standard MeV He ion backscattering. One such area is
reduction in beam size to submicrometer dimensions~micro-
beams!. Other areas are~1! use of higher energies~3–10
MeV! for resonance analysis of C, N, and O;~2! use of
heavier mass ions~at high energies! for elastic recoil detec-
tion of low mass ions; and~3! use of medium energy ion
and time-of-flight detection for high sensitivity surfac
analysis. The development of time-of-flight detection sy
tems grows apace. Ion beam analysis continues to be a
where new approaches are developed for special ana
problems.
6545Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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V. SHALLOW JUNCTIONS: MACHINE AND
PROCESSING CONSTRAINTS

Processing capabilities are ultimately limited by the ab
ity to develop machines that achieve these goals on ma
facturable scales. It has been suggested that the contin
growth of the electronic industry will be determined b
manufacturing efficiency rather than by the traditional te
nological factors of decreased feature size, increased die
and yield improvements. Since scaling of Si IC devices
wards 0.1mm gate dimensions requires shrinkage of sour
drain junctions depths to'0.1mm and control on latera
dimensions to610 Å,12 advances must be made to econom
cally produce shallower implants with greater control of l
eral features. The general trends for CMOS transistor fea
sizes and junction locations have been modeled extensi
by SEMATECH161 and are incorporated in the recent S
roadmap for semiconductor technology.12 By comparing the
source/drain junctions and the depth of peak doping
CMOS wells to the mean range of ions in Si~Fig. 52! one
can get an overview of the energy requirements for ion
plantation tools for each new generation of devices.

There are no widely recognized fundamental barriers
fabrication of CMOS devices as small as 10 nm in g
length. In 1994, a standard production implanter was use
fabricate fully functional CMOS transistors with 50 nm ga
dimensions~and 3.1 nm gate oxide! using scaled space
lightly doped drain ~LDD! and channel-pocket implant
along with heavily doped, Ti salicide-cappe
source/drains.162 Although many other techniques are und
active investigation@plasma immersion implantation, vapo
or solid-source diffusion with rapid thermal annealin
~RTA!, gas-immersion laser doping#, the dominant method
of doping remains the direct ion implantation of dopants in
Si with a beamline technology. In the following, we break
the challenges for scaling of shallow junctions into~1! de-
velopment of technology for production-worthy, low-ener
ion beam tools and~2! control of materials issues such a
dopant diffusion and activation and defect annealing w
low thermal budgets.

FIG. 52. Feature sizes for CMOS transistors~Ref. 12! compared to ion
ranges in Si. Mean ion ranges for B at various energies in Si are indicat
the right.
6546 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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A. Technology of ion implantation beamlines

1. Space-charge balance effects

Many of the technology challenges for low energy io
implantation for doping of shallow junctions are associa
with the character of the balance of charged species in
ion beam plasma. For the almost universal case of posi
ion beams, the space-charge levels are balanced by elec
and other positive ions in the region of the ion beam. T
degree to which the effect of the beam space charge is
trolled by machine design and operation determines~1! the
beam transmission and beam current on the wafer~and
through that the tool throughput and economic productivit!,
~2! wafer charging levels~affecting both dosimetry and dam
age to thin dielectric layers!, and~3! beam divergence~beam
incidence angles on the device surfaces and topography!.

2. Transport of high beam currents

The main focus of designs for low energy implantati
has been to increase the beam current on the wafer for B
beams. The challenges are~1! to develop stable, low-noise
high-density plasmas in the ion source,~2! to extract ions
from the source with high efficiency and adequate beam
cusing, and~3! to transport low energy beams over a distan
of the order of 2 m~through analyzing magnets, mas
resolving slits, focusing, and charge-control assemblies! to
the wafer.

The principal difficulties are in the design and operati
of the extraction electrodes and in maintaining sufficie
control on the space-charge balance in the beam to be ab
transport a high current, low energy beam of ions from
ion source to the wafer. As shown in Fig. 53, the increase
the beam divergence of a 95% space-charge neutral b
beam as the energy is reduced below 10 keV~Ref. 163! is
comparable to that of an uncompensated positive ion be
as the beam current is increased frommA to mA. Space-

at

FIG. 53. Beam divergence paths for B beams for~a! a pure, positive ion
beam as beam current is increased and~b! for a 95% space-charge neutra
boron beam as the energy is decreased~from Ref. 163!.
Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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charge limits to available extraction current are also m
severe as the energy of the ions is reduced. This limi
degraded further by instabilities in the ion source plasm
fluctuations in the extraction power supply, and strong de
cusing effects associated with the curvature of the bound
between the ion source plasma and the extracted ion b
region.163 The path to progress, in the face of these ma
interacting effects, has been highly empirical and only
recent years has a number of useful plasma modeling
grams been available for use by the implant to
developers.164,165

Significantly higher beam currents can be transported
extracting ions at a high voltage, transporting these relativ
high energy ions through the beamline, and then decelera
the ion beam to the desired energy in a region just be
impact with the wafer. For various combinations of volta
ratios and beamline designs, the increase in the beam cu
on the wafer for accel/decel operation can be 5–10 tim
higher than in ‘‘drift’’ mode at low energies. The penalty fo
this approach is that any ions that are neutralized in the b
after the mass analysis stage are not affected by the dec
ating electrodes and arrive at the wafer at the energy of
extraction stage. Under these conditions, the high ene
neutral fraction of the incoming ions penetrates deeper
the Si than the intended profile and also is not usually m
sured by the tool dosimetry, causing a dose overrun.166 The
key to developing high productivity accel/decel beams wi
out any detrimental effect by neutral beam components
better understanding of the vacuum effects in the beam
and knowledge of the energy and ion dependence of the
tralization cross sections for dopant ions.

3. Dose uniformity

Instabilities in the beam profile are a problem in bea
line designs where there is a relatively long open path to

FIG. 54. Sheet resistance map of a wafer showing the ‘‘bulls-eye’’ pat
to the dose distribution due to beam size fluctuations after positive sur
charges deplete the electrons for the ion beam plasma as the beam tra
the center portion of the wafer~from Ref. 168!.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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wafer surface from the last active focusing element and th
is an insufficient supply of low energy electrons to balan
the positive ion charge. Small positive charge buildup on
wafer surface, leading to surface potentials of a few tens
volts, can rapidly deplete the electrons in the ion be
plasma leading to ‘‘blowup’’ of the ion beam as it cross
the wafer surface.167 This gives a ‘‘bulls-eye’’ pattern to the
dose distribution~Fig. 54!. Solutions to this problem have
been to provide additional sources of electrons to the
beam through various ‘‘electron shower’’ devices or to d
sign beamlines with strong focusing elements that can c
trol the beam size near the wafer surface. However proble
with beam size instabilities driven by space-charge bala
problems continue to be reported, especially at lower be
energies.168

4. Surface charging

The principal driving force behind the increased conce
for wafer charging effects is the shrinkage of the thickness
dielectric layers, especially gate ‘‘oxides,’’ as feature siz
are scaled down~see oxide thickness trends in Fig. 52!. For
increasingly thin dielectric layers, the surface potentials, g
erated by surface charge imbalances on the wafer, that ca
tolerated decrease roughly proportional to the oxide thi
ness.

The principal charged species that play a role in the
teraction of the beam plasma with the device structures
the wafer surface are~1! the energetic dopant ions,~2! ion-
ized atoms~‘‘slow ions’’ ! which are generated by collision
between the energetic dopant ions and background gas a
energetic ions,~3! electrons generated by collisions of th
dopant beam ions with background gas atoms and secon
ies generated from ion bombardment of the wafer and m
chine surfaces, and~4! charged particles~ions and electrons!
supplied from various charge control devices~electron show-
ers or plasma sources! in the implantation tool.169,170Addi-
tional charge flows that can play a role are~1! charged atoms
that evolve from the outgassing of materials from photore
layers, ~2! secondary ions generated on surface structu
and~3! unusual conduction paths on the wafer surface, s
as surface layers of ion bombarded oxides.

The real challenge for control of wafer charging is to n
only avoid catastrophic breakdown events, such as those
occur when the surface potential exceeds the breakd
field, but to avoid degradation of gate dielectrics caused
in-process current flows through the dielectric that can sh
up later as poor chip reliability. Some of the leading co
cerns for reliability are~1! population of process-induce
oxide damage sites by ‘‘hot carriers’’ in the gate oxide ne
the CMOS–drain junction~leading to threshold voltage
shifts as the device operates!, ~2! dielectric leakage in
DRAM devices~leading to charge loss in the storage cells
the need for more frequent refresh cycles!, ~3! degradation of
electronically erasable programmable read-only memory
PROM devices~limiting the number of useful memory stor
operations!.

A major recent advance in the understanding of charg
effects is the ability to measure the current flows and volta
conditions on wafer surfaces exposed to ion beam proces

n
ce
rses
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plasmas with EEPROM-based sense and memory struct
EEPROM-based sensors give direct measures of theJ–V
characteristics of the ion beam plasma, without the nee
deconvolute the data through the understanding of ox
wearout and breakdown phenomena. The example show
Fig. 55 is a map of the surface potential variation ove
wafer exposed to a ‘‘native’’ 16 mA As ion beam with n
charge control techniques in operation.169 The high surface
potentials ('17 V) seen near the edges of the wafer wh
the ion beam enters and leaves the wafer surface are red
in the middle portion of the wafer to'10 V by the effects of
secondary electrons from the Al sensor pads. Analysis of
flux–voltage characteristics of the ion beam plasma sh
that the lowering of surface potentials in the center portio
of the wafer was accompanied by an increase in the pla
density over the wafer surface to'1003 the ion beam den-
sity. Consideration of these results has led to the increa
interest in ‘‘cold plasma’’ sources for control of wafer char
ing in advanced ion implantation systems.171

A comprehensive understanding of the mechanisms
lead to device damage during exposure to ion beam proc
ing plasma is critical for ion implantation, plasma etchin
resist stripping, and sputtering technologies. As dielec
layers are thinned as device features shrink, both the to
able surface electric fields and surface currents are drive
the limits of detection of even the new EEPROM-based s
sors. Many of the measurement and modeling tools that
needed to achieve this comprehensive understanding ar
available, or are in need of considerable enhancement. T
is a particular need for the modeling of the interaction
actual device structures with ion beam processing plasm

5. Beam divergence effects on lateral junction
location

For 0.25mm and smaller devices, the requirements
control of the levels and location of doping profiles exce

FIG. 55. Map of the surface potentials on a wafer populated with cha
monitoring sensor arrays after exposure to ‘‘native’’ 16 mA As, with
charge control techniques in operation~from Ref. 169!.
6548 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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even the average separation between dopants for the lig
doped drain junction~for 331017 atoms cm23 doping levels,
the average dopant separation is 15 nm, whereas the req
control on the location of the LDD junction is estimated
be 5 nm!.172 Given the strong sensitivity of critical transisto
parameters such as threshold voltage, subthreshold lea
current, and circuit speed~Fig. 56! with junction doping pro-
files, a few errant atoms can produce significant effects!
these situations, the precision to which wafer beam orien
tion and beam divergence is controlled will be critical to t
control of lateral doping profiles under mask edges. The r
for beam divergence variations increases as the ion b
energy decreases due to the space-charge balance pro
of the sort discussed earlier for beam spot size contr
While beam spot size fluctuations which give rise to waf
scale dose variations can be controlled by proper beam
design and beam space-charge controls,167 the impact of
beam divergence variations, perhaps even on the scale o
device structures, has not yet been sufficiently characteri

B. Materials issues linked to machine design and
process

1. Pre-amorphization process and enhanced diffusion

Two key materials issues that affect shallow juncti
formation are~1! the role of channeling on as-implanted do
ant and damage distributions and~2! control of damage-
enhanced dopant diffusion and understanding of its relat
ship to damage accumulation during implantation and de
evolution during annealing. The materials aspects of th
issues~TED, etc.! are discussed in earlier sections of th
review. On the IC fabrication process side of these issues
debate continues on the practicality of preamorphization
plants to suppress channeling with Si, Ge, Sb, or In bea
and whether the complications introduced by these proce
are worth the effort in the face of the strong effects of tra
sient enhanced dopant diffusion. An example of this issu
shown in Fig. 57 for the case of B implants at energies fr

e

FIG. 56. Variation in subthreshold leakage currents with source/drain ju
tion depth for 0.25mm transistors~note changes of 2003 in leakage for
10% changes in junction depth! ~from Ref. 172!.
Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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2.5 to 10 keV into Si~100! materials and Si that was amo
phized prior to the B implant by Ge ion implantation. Whi
the Ge implant resulted in shallower B implanted profile
the final junction depth after a short anneal cycle was cl
to the junctions implanted into crystalline Si.

Nevertheless, the wide use of preamorphization impla
for high dose, low energy boron processing for CMO
source/drain junctions will put new requirements on t
‘‘bottleneck’’ process step. Machine technology improv
ments such as rapid beam setup automation~to reduce the
5–10 min delay per beam change in present technolog
less than 1 min! will be of great value in this area. In add
tion, the use of other novel implantation procedures, such
implantation at temperatures far from the room ambient
the use multispecies and multistep implants, can have a
found effect on new implantation system design.

2. Damage accumulation for low energy boron in Si

The damage accumulation for low energy B implants
particularly important since, for beam energies of less th
'10 keV, the damage and stopping mechanisms are
dominated by the nuclear, or elastic, stopping power ra
than by the electronic stopping. This is a new regime
damage effects of B in Si implants. Effects of beam curr
and wafer temperature on dopant profiles, damage accu
lation, and dopant activation, which have been studied un
‘‘research’’ conditions, are now encountered under ‘‘indu
trial’’ conditions for 0.5 and 0.35mm device fabrication.173

For low energy B implants, the general trend is that,
the beam current is increased, the damage accumulated
at a given dose increases. After annealing, the more hig
damaged material often shows a higher degree of do
activation.173 The increased damage accumulation is see

FIG. 57. Junction depths~on a background doping level of 1017 B cm22) for
low energy boron implanted into Si~100!, or Si predamaged with Ge beam
for both the as-implanted and annealed junctions. The anneal was at 10
for 30 s. Also shown is the variation of the calculated range plus 53 the
straggle (Rp15DRp) with boron energy~from a calculation withTRIM-’91!.
Note that, after the anneal, the final junction depths are nearly the same
with the large effect of predamage on the as-implanted B profiles.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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higher Therma-wave probe photoacoustic signals for the
implanted Si; the dopant activation increases are seen
lower sheet resistance after short time anneals for high b
current implants. The complexity of this situation is far fro
fully understood. For instance, the damage accumulation
been seen to depend on the levels of pre-existing damag
the Si materials before the low energy B implant. The ex
tence of damage from a preimplant with Ge at a dose
1014 Ge cm22 greatly increased the damage levels for 2
keV B implants compared to a lighter Ge predamage o
31013 Ge cm22 or implants into undamaged Si~100!.

3. Defect engineering

The goal of defect engineering work is to find conditio
where there is no residual damage remaining in implante
after modest thermal treatments. In addition to studies of
effects of beam current and wafer temperature other
proaches that have been explored to some extent are~1! the
use of multiple-species implants for control of dopant diff
sion and defect annealing,174,175 ~2! the use of cold wafer
temperatures~77–250 K! during implantation to increase
damage accumulation to above amorphization levels,176,177

and ~3! the use of implant-annealing sequences made up
partial implant doses and short thermal anneals.69,178

Studies of the use of nondopant ions in Si has cente
on predamage implants to suppress channeling of the do
ions ~particularly B! and on creation of gettering sites in th
implanted layer to reduce metallic contamination levels
the device region. However, nondopant species such as F
have a strong effect on B diffusion~F retards B diffusion
~Fig. 58!.174 and residual defect levels after annealing.175 Im-
planted F is trapped at defect layers, in F-filled voids and
high dopant concentrations~Fig. 59!.175 The amount of
trapped F is strongly dependent on the initial F concentra
and the anneal temperature. Since F forms a strong F
bond, it is thought that F competes with B for interactio
with Si interstitials created by the implant damage proce

°C

en

FIG. 58. The effect of F on B diffusion for B, BF2, and a combination of F
and B implants for an anneal at 950 °C for 30 min~from Ref. 174!.
6549Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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Since B–Si interstitial pairs are a key species in the ra
diffusion of B at the early stages of annealing, one effec
the presence of mobile F is to reduce the available pop
tion of free Si interstitials and thereby reduce TED effects
B. Even partial success in this area will have a strong imp
on the design and operation of implantation machines
increasing the need for flexible ion source and beam
technologies that can deliver useful quantities of nondop
species with production-level reliability and purity in add
tion to the cost-effective processes for dopant species.

On the extreme end of the need for control of wa
temperature to stabilize damage accumulation levels at n
room temperatures is a study of the use of refrigerants
special ‘‘cryo’’ techniques to achieve wafer temperatu
during implantation at below 0 °C under some approxim
tion of production conditions. The need to maintain sta
wafer temperatures at below-room temperature calls for la
refrigeration systems, heat-flow baffles, cold-resistant se
and elastomers, and high-vacuum conditions. The enha
vacuum requirement is to prevent the wafers from absorb
background gases and masking the ion beam. Although
eral production-class tools have been built to operate in
230–0 °C range, the net benefit to device processing is
yet clear.

In a recent study, the damage threshold for formation
stable defects~dislocations! after annealing was mapped o
for implants into Si at various temperatures and at coimpl
tation conditions.178 The damage threshold for B in Si is a
order of magnitude lower than that for As and Sb ions.69 The
energy range surveyed in these studies ranged from 50
to 2 MeV. It would clearly be valuable to extend these stu
ies into the range of shallow-junction formation (,10 keV
for B!. A consequence of these findings is that damage-
material could be formed by a sequence of partial dose
plants and intermediate anneal steps. This would introdu
radical new view of ‘‘batch’’ processing. For this process
be implemented on an industrial scale, the design of to

FIG. 59. Atomic profiles for as-implanted 160 keV F and 10 keV B and
profiles after annealing for 30 s at 900, 950, and 1000 °C. Note the se
gation of F to the peak of the B profile as well as F trapping at the pea
level and the end-of-range dislocation network~from Ref. 175!.
6550 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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that could perform rapid partial implants and then anneal
sequence for each wafer would be very different from w
is presently in use or what is routinely projected for futu
requirements.

4. Dose control issues

For shallow junction implants, especially for heavy io
such as As or Sb, the density of the target surface incre
markedly during the course of the implant. This density
crease changes the net stopping power of the dopant-ric
so that the dopant ions arriving during the later stages of
implant have a shallower profile than do the early ions. A
other significant effect is the loss of dopant atoms from
implant profile due to sputtering of the surface. This ph
nomenon, a routine effect in implantation into GaAs, h
been reported for 6 keV As source/drain implants.179 For 6
keV As in Si, the sputter-limited saturation dose is
31016 As cm22 which is a factor of 10 above the dose r
quired for source/drain doping for 0.25mm transistors. How-
ever this effect, combined with increased ion reflection, p
sents a fundamental limit to the net dose that can
implanted into shallow junctions in Si~particularly for heavy
ions! which may be an issue for novel device designs.

Dose uniformity and lot-to-lot dose repeatability ha
long been among the chief advantages of doping by ion
plantation. The development of mapping techniques
wafer-scale images of dose monitor data has led to ra
improvements in ion implanter design and these techniq
are routinely used to identify and diagnose dose con
malfunctions.180 However, the increases in wafer sizes ha
increased the area over which the ion dose must be dis
uted. This challenge is particularly strong for single-wa
systems such as those routinely used for lower dose
plants. For batch-style implanters, the relevant area is
batch scanned area, which is less sensitive to wafer size s
it is proportional to the wafer diameter~in most designs!
rather than the wafer area.

A much stronger driver is the dramatic increases in d
and profile control that are required to fabricate CMOS tra
sistors for gate lengths of less than 0.5mm. Modeling of 0.25
mm transistors show that a 10% shift in the source/dr
junction depth~a shift 300 Å in this model! results in an
increase in the subthreshold leakage current by a facto
200.172 Extensions of the historical trends in dose uniform
requirements also predict real needs for dose control
proaching 0.1% for critical applications of 0.25mm technol-
ogy. The start of 0.25mm production is forecast for 1998
the same year as the introduction of 300 mm wafer fab12

The combination of increased wafer area and tightened d
controls results in a four order of magnitude tightening of t
‘‘quality factor,’’ the dose uniformity error~1 sigma! divided
by the wafer area~Fig. 60!.181

Dose control at the level of 0.1% is a significant cha
lenge for present-day technology for both implantation s
tems and metrology. Although tightly monitored implant
tion systems can now deliver routine dose uniformity in t
range of 0.25%, these same systems are usually specifi
0.5% or even 0.75% levels. Injudicious process choices
system malfunctions can result in much higher do

e-
F
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errors.180,181 A closely related requirement is the need f
improved metrology for measuring dose to accuracies of
ter than 0.1% over the complete process dose range
31010–531016 ions cm22). Present methods, based o
four-point-probe sheet resistance measurements or m
lated laser pulse-induced reflectance effects, cannot ach
this at any dose or energy condition and are often an orde
magnitude less sensitive than this 0.1% goal. These d
measurement metrologies are also sensitive to damage a
mulation and room temperature annealing effects, a ser
problem for process control and system calibration. An id
dose metrology should also be able to monitor the delive
dose either during the actual implant or at leastin situ, di-
rectly after the completion of a single implant cycle.

An additional challenge for dose control is the increas
need to maintain dose uniformity on the scale of an IC
and down to the separation distance between active dev
This small-scale doping control becomes increasingly crit
as the die size increases. For small die sizes~0.5 cm or less!,
dose fluctuations on the scale of several cm would resu
variations in chip performance, resulting in a problem of d
sorting and various levels of conformance to the IC spec
cations. But for a die size on the scale of a 64M DRAM
advancedm-processor chip,'2 cm, that same dose fluctua
tion can result in zero yield for all die due to the cumulati
effects of variations in transistor speed, gain, and noise m
gins across the chip causing loss of the synchronization
signals at critical nodes.

For any beam-scanning technology, the key to good
crouniformity is to achieve a high degree of overlap betwe
adjacent passes of the ion beam.182 The required degree o
overlap is higher than is commonly thought; for a ‘‘simple
square profile beam to achieve a better than 1% level in lo
dose fluctuations, the distance between the centerline o
beam on adjacent passes must be closer than 10% o
beam width@full width at half-maximum~FWHM!#.182 For
more complex beam shapes, the effects of local ‘‘hot spo
and sharp beam current density gradients all contribute

FIG. 60. Historical trends for dose uniformity control and wafer sizes~from
Ref. 182!.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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degradation of the dose uniformity on the microscale.
creasing the number of passes the beam makes over the
although it helps to reduce the effects of single-event be
current fluctuations~hashes, ticks, and dropouts!, has only a
marginal effect on the microuniformity levels determined
the beam size and scan overlap.

In the world of 0.25mm devices and smaller, wher
‘‘every atom counts,’’ any mechanism that contributes
nonstatistical dose fluctuation must be eliminated. H
again the challenge is for implant beamline and scann
system design, dose metrology on the scale of microme
to centimeters, and astute choices for process conditions

C. Alternative doping methods for shallow junctions

The critical nature of the search for cost-effective tec
nologies for advanced IC processing has stimulated the
velopment of many innovative approaches to find an alter
tive to the beamline implanters, the technique of choice
doping of CMOS devices at the 0.25mm scale and
larger.183–185These innovations are coming from a wide m
of industrial research by equipment manufacturers,186univer-
sity research, and~in Japan! government stimulated
programs.185 A brief discussion of these alternative dopin
techniques follows.184

1. Plasma immersion ion implantation

Plasma immersion ion implantation~PIII! is the most
mature of the alternative technologies and has been acti
investigated for semiconductor fabrication and metallurgi
application for nearly a decade. Since this technique i
direct extension of ion implantation processing, work on t
materials issues for PIII can build directly on the wealth
understanding derived from implantation with beamline m
chines. The principal advantages of PIII are compact sys
size ~by elimination of acceleration and mass resoluti
components used in beamline systems! and high efficiency
for low energy, high dose implantation, a critical ‘‘bottle
neck’’ for standard implantation processing. Progress
wards industrial use of PIII has been reported in a numbe
workshops.187

2. Vapor-phase and CVD doping (thermal doping)

Doping by deposition and diffusion from vapor-pha
dopants was the technique that ion implantation origina
replaced in the semiconductor fabrication line. It has be
reinvestigated for use for shallow junctions. The princip
advantages of thermal doping methods are that they do
need to consider such ion implantation issues as channe
lattice damage, and wafer charging. However, these meth
are strongly limited by the substantial thermal budget
quired to introduce dopants into Si by surface reactions
solid-state diffusion. Thermal doping methods also requ
use of ‘‘hard’’ masks, such as chemical vapor deposit
~CVD! oxides, rather than the polymer-based photores
used for masking in ion implantation. The process compl
ity increase needs to deposit, pattern, and remove these
mask layers for each thermal doping step is a substan
barrier to use of these methods in routine Si device fabr
tion.
6551Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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3. Gas-immersion laser doping

The thermal budget and masking issues of thermal d
ing are eliminated by the use of pulsed-laser power to m
selected Si regions in the presence of gas-phase dopan135

Since the diffusion of dopants in GILD is through liquid
phase Si, the dopant motion is extremely rapid. Since o
selected surface regions are melted, the rest of the Si waf
not substantially heated, which eliminates issues such as
fer warpage by conventional diffusion furnaces and ra
annealing systems. The GILD approach could lead to s
stantial process simplification when it is coupled to a proj
tion masking system so that an entire sequence of photor
application and patterning, ion implantation, resist remov
cleaning, and annealing are all replaced by a single GI
step.

4. Atomic-layer epitaxy

The application of molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE!, tech-
niques to doping of Si has produced some remark preci
controlled doping distributions. In combination with Si ep
taxy, doping layers of a single atomic diameter~‘‘delta’’
doping! has been achieved.188However these techniques fac
similar thermal budget and masking limitations as more c
ventional thermal doping processes and also require extr
dinary levels of surface cleanliness and vacuum purity.

5. Cluster beam implantation

A new approach to ultralow energy~100 eV–1 keV!
implantation is to form beams of ions that contain a lar
number (10–'103) of atoms.189 If these clusters of atom
are ionized to a low charge state and accelerated, the kin
energy is shared between the atoms in the cluster. Fo
stance, if a cluster containing 10 atoms is ionized to a11
charge state and accelerated across a 1 keV potential, the
average energy per atom is only 100 eV. The large mas
the accelerated species strongly reduces the space-c
balance problems for single atoms in beams at low energ

While many of the techniques for beam transport a
wafer handling can be directly applied to cluster-beam
plantation systems, the materials aspect of the process is
nificantly different from implantation with single atom
beams. When ions arrive in a beam of single atoms,
individual stopping events are complete in a time
('10212 s) that is much shorter than the average arrival r
of single ions~an ion every'1026 s for beam current den
sities of'1 mA cm22). When a cluster of atoms arrives at
surface, the stopping events occur for all of the atoms in
time scale of 1–20 ps. On the atomic level, the process
sults in a local melting of the Si crystal with shock wav
driven displacements of atoms in the lateral and vertical
rections. One aspect of the strong collective motions t
occur on impact of a cluster with a solid surface is th
unlike the roughening that occurs for high dose impla
with single atoms, impacts with beams of cluster ions res
in a reduction in the surface microroughness. The dam
accumulation rate for cluster-beam implantation is expec
to show dramatic reductions when the average energy
atom is reduced to the threshold energy for lattice displa
6552 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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ments ('15 eV for Si!, opening another path towards th
goal of ‘‘damage free’’ implantation processing.

D. Additional considerations: Large-area substrates,
SOI, modeling requirements

In addition to the challenges outlined in Sec. V, there
other forces that could significantly change the process
machine aspects for doping of shallow junctions. On the m
chine technology side, the continued trend towards large
wafers~with 300 mm fab lines expected to start up in 199!
will drive the design of wafer handling mechanisms towar
the conditions needed to process large-area flat-panel
vices. Trade-offs in the complexity of these wafer handli
systems and beamline issues such as scanning rates
beam size control will determine the design criteria for t
next generation of implantation tools.

On the materials side, the widespread use of SOI wa
would bring a dramatic change in doping process requ
ments. In SOI materials, the deep-implanted well dop
steps are eliminated, bringing about a reduction in the nu
ber of implantation steps for CMOS from 15–20 to the ord
of 5–8. Since the junction depth for shallow junctions
determined by the thickness of the surface Si laye
('500 Å for thin-layer devices!, the need to control ion
channeling and diffusion rates is eliminated or significan
reduced. SOI wafers also present significant process ad
tages for such advanced techniques as PIII and GILD s
both approaches provide lower~PIII! or no ~GILD! sensitiv-
ity to wafer charging effects.

The extreme levels of control of doping profiles throug
out the volume of small-scale devices in order to obt
functional IC devices will continue to transform the proce
development cycle. Advanced process development will r
on increasingly sophisticated simulation and characteriza
tools with 3D capabilities.190,191 Requirements for elimina-
tion of surface contaminants from Si processing is alrea
approaching the ppm of a monolayer lev
(1010 atoms cm22) and will certainly continue towards lowe
levels.192,193

VI. LITHOGRAPHY AND FOCUSED BEAMS

In addition to the increased need for control of impla
depth, greater lateral control of dopant profiles is also
quired. In the following Sec. VI, we focus on three metho
of using ions for creating patterned doses, shown in F
61~a!–61~c! focused point beams, proximity masks, a
stencil mask image projection, respectively. Up to now
most all commercial semiconductor devices have been fa
cated using optical lithography, but for feature dimensio
below 180 nm, lithographies based on other forms of rad
tion are being considered, including x rays, extreme ultrav
let (wavelength513 nm), electrons, and ions. Although sig
nificant technological difficulties remain, recent advances
ion optics and in mask technology have renewed interes
ion-based lithographic methods. Although focused ion be
~FIB! techniques are too slow for large scale lithograph
they may compete with e-beam lithography, e.g., for ma
making. Focused ion beams are also widely used in fail
Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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analysis and in circuit restructuring to correct mask errors
new circuit development and they may be useful for ot
direct, maskless fabrication as discussed below.

A. Masked ion beam lithography

Ion exposure of resist using various proximity sten
masks, as shown in Fig. 61~b!, has been explored since th
1970s.194 Linewidths below 0.1mm can be exposed and th
source of ions~usually protons! is readily available, e.g.
from an implanter. The main difficulty has been the produ
tion of masks which stop ions in the 100 keV range and
the same time are fabricated at the final dimensions on
sample. Thermal expansion due to heating as well as sw
ing due to ion bombardment may also need to be conside

Large area, robust Si membranes with control
amounts of stress~also used in x-ray lithography! as well as
techniques for etching vertical sidewall openings in the m
have been developed.195–197Techniques for controlled radia
tion cooling of the mask can be used to reduce the unde
able effects of thermal expansion.198 The advances in ion
optics and ion sources permit large areas;200 mm in diam-
eter to be uniformly irradiated with a divergence of 30mrad
and a controlled telecentricity in the 0.5 mrad range. Thu
large mask-to-wafer gap is possible, e.g., a 1 mm gapwould
result in a penumbral blur of only 30 nm,199 which is a key
feature for application of this technology. The adjusta
telecentricity also permits accurate compensation for mas
wafer expansion.

FIG. 61. Three techniques for producing a patterned dose of ions o
surface:~a! focused ion beam,~b! proximity-masked ion beam, and~c! ion
projection lithography.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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In comparison with x-ray lithography, which also uses
1:1 proximity mask, the advantages of masked ion beam
thography are~1! long mask-to-wafer gaps (;1 mm) com-
pared to 10–20mm for x-ray lithography200,201 ~due to the
high degree of ion collimation and the absence of diffra
tion!, ~2! electronic scale adjustment from mask to substra
~3! a compact, relatively simple source of radiation co
pared to a synchrotron, and~4! large exposure latitude. Dis
advantages are the stencil mask, and the fact that expo
must be in a vacuum.

B. Ion projection lithography

A schematic of an ion projection system202,203is shown
in Fig. 62. Early systems have demonstrated the capabilit
exposing features down to 0.15mm linewidth, but problems
of image distortion and drift were thought to make this tec
nology impractical. An example of a 0.18mm width line
exposed in Ray PN~negative! resist over 0.5mm steps in the
wafer is shown in Fig. 63. Note that there is no change
linewidth in going over the step. Recent improvements ha
resulted in relatively low distortion206 ~0.15 mm over an 8
38 mm field with a 5:1 demagnification of the mask on t
wafer! and a mechanism for ‘‘locking’’ the pattern to a re
erence plate above a sample202 ~see Fig. 62!. This ‘‘beam
lock’’ stabilized the pattern to better than 30 nm again
position drift as well as scale drift.

The mask technology for ion projection is easier than
proximity printing that was discussed above. The energy
incident ions is only 10 keV and the dose is spread ove
93 larger area~for 3:1 demagnification!. Thus heat input per
unit area to the mask is about two orders of magnitude low
Also, the ion penetration in the mask is much lower~approx
100 nm! and can be limited to a special surface film~e.g.,
carbon! which limits damage and milling of the Si mem

a

FIG. 62. Schematic of ion projection lithography system including patt
lock system to prevent drift in magnification and position~from Ref. 204!.
6553Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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brane. Simulations indicate that with radiative cooling t
mask membrane temperature can be kept uniform to be
than 1 K.198

A nonprofit consortium of industry, government lab
and universities has been formed to further develop this te
nology and to build a commercially convincing prototyp
with an initial goal of a 20320 mm exposure field on th
wafer using a 3:1 demagnification, i.e., 60360 mm field on
the mask, 0.18mm minimum feature on the wafer, and le
than 30 nm distortion. Ion optical calculations for the ne
lens design predict a maximum distortion of 20 nm over
field.207Measurements of the space-charge limits on exis
machines predict that the target machine will be able to s
tain a total current of 3mA over the;2 m length of the
column208 with an ion energy of 200 keV over most of th
length of the column. This total current is consistent with
exposure time under 0.5 s for a resist sensitivity of
31012 ions cm22 and a 25% open mask. A prototype io
projection lithography system is being built to verify the
predictions.

C. Focused ion beams for microfabrication

Focused ion beams provide other methods for pat
modification with extremely high lateral precision that b
pass lithography. Highly focused beams can directly m
grooves with widths below 0.1mm, selectively deposit ma
terial from a precursor gas with comparable resolution,

FIG. 63. Ray PN resist lines~0.18mm wide! exposed by 70 keV H ions to
a dose of 531012 cm22. Lines cross over SiO2 steps 0.5mm high. The resist
thickness on top of the step is 0.3mm, in the groove it is 0.6mm ~from Ref.
205!.
6554 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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implant dopants into semiconductors. In addition, focus
ion beams can increase the resolution of standard mate
analysis by SIMS. Scanning ion beam imaging~analogous to
scanning electron microscopy but using ions! can be per-
formed, thus permitting all of the microfabrication or anal
sis to be done at desired, predetermined locations with a h
degree of accuracy~better than60.1mm location with re-
spect to alignment masks!.

1. Machine design

A focused ion beam system is composed of three p
housed in a vacuum chamber: ion source, ion optical colu
and sample stage. The ion source now exclusively used is
liquid metal type~we will discuss an alternative later whe
we discuss future developments!. In this source a needle~of-
ten tungsten! is surrounded by molten metal, such as Ga,
alloys such as Au/Si, Au/Si/Be, or Pd/As/B. The needle is
the axis of a concentric extraction electrode and is bias
(;10 kV) positively with respect to it. The liquid metal o
the end of the needle is pulled into a cusp by the elec
field, and ions are emitted from the tip of the cusp.209Ga ion
sources are used in most of the commercial systems and
quite stable and long lived~1000 or more hours!. The ions
are emitted into a cone of 20°–30° half-angle at a total c
rent, under optimum conditions of 1–2mA.

Because the ions from the liquid metal source have
energy spread of at least 5 eV, chromatic aberration lim
the useable current in the ion optical column to only a sm
fraction of the total current. A beam defining aperture at
entrance of the ion optical column restricts the angular div
gence to a few mrad and a current that is in the 10 pA–1
range. The fundamental factors that limit the beam size
chromatic aberration, spherical aberration, and virtual sou
size. Practical factors that limit beam size are vibration, el
trical noise on the lenses, and stray fields. The lowest be
diameter reported210 is 8 nm whereas the best commerc
systems are now specified to deliver less than 20 nm m
mum beam diameter.

To ‘‘write’’ with a focused ion beam over a large area
combination of stage motion and beam deflection is us
Deflecting the beam with a radial electrostatic field produ
some blurring of the focal spot due to the energy spread
the ions emitted from the source. The size of the area o
which the beam can be deflected depends on the des
minimum beam diameter. Because of source demag
cation, smaller beam diameters are achieved at smaller w
ing distances. Thus, both energy spread and finite source
limit the deflection field, i.e., the smaller the desired be
diameter, the smaller the deflection field. In practice, fie
sizes of order 100–500mm are used.

2. Applications

The main commercial applications of focused ion be
systems in Si integrated circuit manufacturing are circuit
wiring, failure analysis, and mask repair. A prototype circ
that fails to operate or needs to be analyzed in sections
be ‘‘rewired’’ with a focused ion beam by milling trenche
to cut conductors and by depositing conducting jumpers
Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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make new connections~see Fig. 64!. In failure analysis, a
trench is cut through a nonworking contact, for example, a
the cross section is examined by a scanning electron mi
scope~SEM! ~in some cases built into the same system!, by
scanning ion microscopy, or by SIMS. An example of
cross section cut by a focused ion beam and imaged by s
ning ion microscopy is shown in Fig. 65. Mask repair r
quires metal ion-induced deposition to replace a missing
sorber and ion milling or ion-assisted etching to remove
unwanted absorber. This becomes particularly challeng
for phase shift masks. These applications depend on t
types of processes: ion milling, ion-assisted etching, i
milling in the presence of a reactive gas, and ion-induc
deposition from a precursor gas.

a. Ion milling.The special issues that arise when remo
ing atoms with a focused point beam are redeposition

FIG. 64. Example of FIB circuit restructuring. A trench is milled to cut
conductor~left foreground! and a jumper is deposited to join two conducto
~in the center! ~from Ref. 211!.

FIG. 65. Cross section of a 4 Mbit DRAM imaged with a 30 keV Ga ion
beam. The entire width is 6mm. The light colored outline across the cent
is due to a 7 nmdielectric layer~from Ref. 212!.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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milling at non-normal incidence.213,214In general, if the ion
beam is scanned rapidly over an area, then the ion mil
rate is the same as for a broad beam defined over the s
area. However, if the beam is scanned slowly so that e
scan removes a thickness of material that is comparabl
the beam diameter, then locally the ions doing the milling
not at normal incidence. In addition, milling a deep pit wi
a single scan of the ion beam leads to redeposition eff
and a partial filling of the pit by the redeposited materi
This effect has been modeled and the angular distribution
the patterned substrate material measured.213 The depen-
dence of milling yield on angle has also been measured
Ga ions on several materials.215 As long as milling is done
with rapid, repeated scans, complications can be avoided
the milling yield is the same as is measured at normal in
dence, e.g.,;3 atoms/ion for Si, and;2 molecules/ion for
SiO2. An example of a cross-sectioned circuit is shown
Fig. 65.

b. Ion assisted etching.Focused ion beam etching wa
reported a number of years ago,216 and the emergence o
applications where it is needed has recently accelerated
development.217,218In the repair of photomasks, particularl
phase shift masks, ion milling with no reactive gas leave
Ga implant in the quartz substrate which causes an incre
in optical absorption coefficient@especially in the ultraviolet
~UV!#. If a reactive gas is used, the Ga implant density c
be greatly reduced. Also, in the repair of x-ray masks Xe2

gas is used to increase the tungsten removal rate 1003 over
milling alone.217 In addition, the etch is selective and a ve
thin underlayer of Cr can be used as an etch stop. I
assisted etching has also been used to increase the rem
rate of SiO2 and Si3N4.

219 This is useful in the rewiring of
integrated circuits and the cross sectioning of integrated
cuits for fault analysis. Highly selective ion-assisted etch
of resist and other organic films has been demonstrated u
H2O as the active gas. This is particularly useful for clean
cross sectioning resist profiles, i.e., avoiding redeposition
fects that occur during milling.220,221

c. Ion induced deposition.The deposition of fine pattern
of material using a focused ion beam and a precursor ga
in some sense the reverse of the etching process. Prec
gases such as W~CO!6, as well as Cu, Pt, or Au bearin
organometallics, have been used to deposit metals. In a
tion, insulators have recently also been deposited.222 The
metals that are deposited contain up to 50% carbon. T
means that their resistivity is at least one to two orders
magnitude higher than that of pure metals. Neverthele
these ‘‘metal’’ deposits are used to make connections in
repair and restructuring of integrated circuits. If needed,
higher resistivity can be compensated for by using a thic
deposit. In the case of copper and gold deposition the re
tivity of the deposit can be reduced to near the value of p
metal by heating the substrate during deposition to ab
100 °C,223,224or by using local laser illumination.225 An ex-
ample of a rewired IC is shown in Fig. 64. The proce
usually consists of milling vias~or ion etching them with a
reactive gas! and then depositing a jumper from one via
another, as shown in Fig. 64.
6555Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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d. High energy, mass-separated systems.The applica-
tions in this area are still in the research phase and inc
direct maskless, resistless implantation of semiconduc
and ion lithography~i.e., resist exposure!. The high energy,
mass-separated systems operate up to 150 kV acceler
voltage, and provide a variety of ion species, in particu
the common dopants of Si and GaAs. Beam diameters d
to 50 nm are available at current densities
0.1–0.4 A cm22. The sources used are alloys such as
As/B or Au/Si/Be which typically emit both singly and dou
bly charged ions~for a review, see Ref. 226!.

e. Implantation.Two fundamental issues with ion im
plantation are dose rate effects due to the high instantan
current density and lateral straggle. The current densit
typically three to five orders of magnitude higher than
conventional ion implantation and some dose rate effe
have been observed. For example, in GaAs and Si, ion
260 keV and doses above 1014 cm22 produce more extensiv
damage when implanted with a focused ion beam than wi
conventional broad beam.227 Since the dose in practice i
often lower and the scanning can be speeded up to ave
out the current, deleterious effects of dose rate can
avoided.

Very few measurements of lateral straggle of ions ex
However, with the shrinking of the dimensions of semico
ductor devices, lateral straggle may become a practical l
tation. Of course, it also limits the minimum dimension wi
which the density of FIB implanted speciesinside a semi-
conductor can be patterned. The lateral straggle has b
measured indirectly by implanting gratings of various pe
ods in GaAs using Be and Si ions. For Be ions at 260 k

FIG. 66. A grating is FIB implanted between twop-type GaAs regions in an
insulating background using 260 keV Be11 ions. The resistance falls as th
grating period is decreased. The fall in resistance is seen to occur at l
period if the implant is on the crystal symmetry axis~open symbols! than if
it is off-axis ~solid symbols!. The curves are fits to the data assuming
Gaussian beam spread from which the lateral straggle can be calcu
~from Ref. 228!.
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the lateral straggle appears to be smaller~e.g.,,100 nm)
than predicted by existing models228 ~see Fig. 66!.

A unique feature of focused ion beam implantation
point-by-point control of the dose. Devices can be fabrica
with lateral dose gradients and the dose can be varied f
device to device on a chip or a wafer.~For review of this
technology, see, for example, Ref. 226.! Some of the unique
devices that have been built exploiting the capabilities
focused ion beam include: flash analog/digital~A/D!
converters,229 tunable Gunn diodes,230,231 faster charge
coupled devices~CCDs!,232,233 and enhanced field-effec
transistors.234,235An example of the enhanced performan
of a 1.6 mm channelN-type MOS ~NMOS! transistor is
shown in Fig. 67. A line of B, implanted next to the sour
region of the transistor, increased the transconductance
30% and increased the output conductance by an orde
magnitude.

f. Lithography. At this time there are only two tech
niques for writing original patterns~as opposed to replicating

er

ted

FIG. 67. The inset shows the cross section of an NMOS transistor wi
FIB implanted line next to the source. The effect of the implant is seen
the change in device characteristic: upper curves, no implant; lower cur
with implant. The channel length of the device is 1.2mm ~from Ref. 234!.
Appl. Phys. Rev.: Chason et al.
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them! at 0.1mm and below: electron beams and ion beam
~Tunneling microscope-based writing can also be used b
orders of magnitude slower.! Electron beams are at a matu
state of development. However, ion beams have an ad
tage in the absence of the proximity effect and high re
sensitivity, i.e., potentially faster writing speed. Two fund
mental issues with ion beam lithography are shot noise~sta-
tistical fluctuation in the number of ions per pixel! and the
velocity of ions in the column, which limits deflectio
speed.236

Shot noise simply limits the sensitivity of the resist th
can be used, and represents more of a theoretical than
tical limitation. In fact, well formed features have been wr
ten with as few as 25 ions per pixel210 ~in this case 15
315 nm, i.e., to form 15-nm-wide lines!. For writing 0.1mm
lines a pixel (0.130.1mm) will have 100–1000 ions de
pending on the resist sensitivity.

Beam deflection and blanking are achieved by electro
adjacent to the beam. A H2

1 ion at 100 keV travels 1 cm in
3.2 ns. Since electrodes can be under 1 cm long and the
to expose a 0.07530.075mm pixel with a 3.6 nA beam is
only 26 ns, the travel time for light ions will not be a lim
tation. This 3.6 nA current is estimated to be the beam c
rent available for a 75 nm beam using the gas field
source described below. With the development of t
source, point beam lithography with ions is projected to
40–200 times faster than the fastest point e-beam wri
demonstrated.236 An additional advantage is that ion lithog
raphy, unlike e-beam lithography, has a negligible proxim
effect.

g. Future directions.Recent advances indicate th
stable, low energy spread, gas field ion sources may
possible237 with beam current density in the focal spot in th
80–100 A cm22 range, about two orders of magnitud
higher than the current density achievable, for example, w
Be11 ions. Lithography with H2

1 ions from a gas field ion
source is projected to be 170 times faster for exposure
PMMA and 35 times faster for exposure of negative resist236

Since resists are somewhat less sensitive to light ions,
noise will be less of a limitation, and since light ions have
higher velocity, deflection speeds commensurate with
projected rapid exposure can be achieved. Gas field
sources also reduce contamination effects that are found
Ga sources.

Although implantation is slow, the focused ion beam c
be used to produce devices with a unique performance
addition to the examples described above, other applicat
can be envisioned where local implantation is required
special practical functions. For example, some sensors
quire special ion implants~such as Zn, Na, etc.! in exposed
oxide ‘‘gates.’’ Since a given chip may require several su
sensors, each implanted in a small area with a different
species, implanting them with a focused ion beam will elim
nate a large number of conventional fabrication steps, an
will be done very rapidly due to the small area. This will,
course, require development of a liquid metal ion source
pable of yielding all of the ion species. Examples of 4-
5-element liquid metal ion sources have been reported.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 10, 15 May 1997
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VII. SUMMARY

This review details the current status of energetic
beams in the Si integrated circuit industry. Ion implantati
continues to be a key element in the processing suite,
this is driving the development of several scientific and te
nological trends. Paramount among these is the need to
derstand dopant and defect interactions at the atomic le
As we have shown, considerable progress has been ma
unraveling the phenomena underlying transient enhan
diffusion. An important component of this renaissance
defect physics is the use of atomistic modeling which
proving to be an influential tool. It is highly likely that, if this
progress continues in atomistic understanding, truly pred
tive TCAD models for implantation processing will result.

Technological imperatives are demanding implantat
at ever lower and ever higher energies. At lower energ
machines have to transport and deliver intense beams
controlled and monitored fashion—no easy challenge,
progress, as we have described, is being made. A se
experimental challenge for these low energies is the m
surement of 2D dopant profiles with lateral resolution of
nm. The demand and growth of high energy implantation
increasing rapidly but the current base of machines in pl
is still small. Limitations here do not appear to depend
machine development but, rather, on the understanding
control of the extended defects in this novel processing
gime.

In this review, we have focused somewhat myopica
on the Si industry because of the immense interest and
entific richness in Si. Similar questions need to be as
about the role of implantation in compound semiconduct
and other electronic and photonic materials. Many of
experimental and theoretical tools developed for Si proce
ing could help advance implantation and defect science
these other materials. Nevertheless, the inherent comple
of the implantation and defect processes in the compo
semiconductors may continue to restrict implantation’s wid
spread use.

Ion implantation was conceived of some forty-four yea
ago and in the intervening years it has developed into a
element of microelectronic manufacturing such that all in
grated circuits are now doped using the technique. It is
ficult to imagine the rapid development of integrated circ
technology without implantation. Continuing trends towar
smaller size devices and lower thermal budgets are pus
implantation into previously unexplored processing territo
For the future, the challenge for implantation is to determ
whether it can be used to dope the very shallow and later
constrained regions demanded by future device scaling
implantation cannot be used for doping, what techniques
supplant it?
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